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Abstract
SARGENT'S WHARF CONDOMINIUMS:
A DESIGN EXPLORATION EXAMINING THE
INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ARTS OF
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN
by KENNETH JAMES DIENER
Submitted to the Department of Architecture on
May 11,1984 in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of
Vaster of Architecture
The thesis premse states: If architects hope to creatively build in todays
society, they must be able to communicate in the construction and development
industry's language. This means the designer must perceive, practice, and
present an integration of complex issues into a form that benefits the users,
as an integral aspect of the development process, and not, as a mutualZy ex-
clusive act in the creation of an inhabitable art form.
The first meeting with Michael Giuliano was over lunch at Casa Blanca in
Harvard Square. We established the thesis' structure as a sequence of design
stages between working sessions with the development team. The team consisted
of Barry Preston and Michael Giuliano, close friends and fellow New England
developers who selected the Sargents' Wharf site, and Jack Myer, the team's
local urban planning expert, architectural principal and thesis advisor.
What follows is a three month documentation of the team's concerns and work-
ing methods for the planning of Sargents Wharf Condominiums.
Thesis Supervisor: John R. Myer
Title: Professor of Architecture, Head of the Department.
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Vernon Shogren
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iAW11 jAll I!iff 1 !JThe ProposalAs the reader "visits" the thesis one may get a glimpse at the dynamics
of the interrelationships between the four key individuals, Jack Myer,
Barry Preston, Michael Giuliano and myself. It is hoped that the reader will
leave with an understanding of the personalities that were involved in the
team, their individual points of view and the influence the above factors had
on the actual form of the project. Yet;
The ultimate test of this thesis project, the team's approach, as well as
most design efforts is: would you want to buy a unit here? Would you want to
work here, shop here or eat at the restaurants?
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The Wharves
... every inhabitant who is a
householder shall have free fishing
and fowling in any great ponds,
bays, coves and rivers, so far as the
sea ebbs and flows...
Ordinance of 1641 of the General Court of Massachusetts
Bay Colony based upon Charters granted by King
Charles I to the Royal Governor.
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' Where it all began
wharf
Landing of British
Troops-Long Wharf,
1768 (Courtesy of The
Bostonian Society)
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Home in a
Landscaped Neighborhood
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24 HOUR SECURITY PATROL
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Key operated elevator
direct access from the
garage and terrace
Exterior stairs
with seating.
Access from, and over-
looking the terrace.
Key operated elevator
direct access from the
garage and terrace
Exterior stairs
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Access from, and over-
looking the terrace.
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Introduction
Poetic Goals of Development
Poetics - the momentary integration and displacement of one's conscious-
ness from an inner-reality of words into a gently flowing metaphorical
imagery of the six senses, sight, sm'ell, hearing, taste, touch, and the
kinesthetic sense of spacial awareness.
I am beginning with poetics because this thesis is rooted in the reali-
ties of codes, guidelines, buildability, and clients' input. The goal of a
designer must be to retain the poetics initially envisioned throughout the
architectural process although pressured by constraints from many directions.
A personal test for this thesis is whether the poetics have survived this
three month exploration.
From my experience while working in seven different architecture firms,
in Cleveland', San Francisco, and Vienna, I have experienced architecture being
created by those who have never been conscious of poetics, by those who have
glimpsed or once shared these goals but through various personal stories of
inner turmoil and tragic adaptation have, lost their spirit; and I have, al-
though infrequently, experienced a situation where this poetic manipulation
of architectural form has continued into working drawings.
I find myself quickly laying down the tools of metaphor and poetic con-
tinuity when faced with real world constraints. I wanted to explore and be-
come more aware of these design conservatisms within myself in a hypothetical
sargents wharf condorniniums
81A
situation before I step out into the unprotected world and make the next step
which will lead to an actual built environment. This was my chance to exper-
iment with myself and already ...
2/Z7/84
... I have seen and Zearned greatZy through poetic failure - not
knowing my cZients, not knowing the path the relationship wouZd
follow, I started conservatively again.
To be fair my other design goals were to work towards developable, build-
able organizations. The learning experience sought was not library work,
reading articles written by architectural writers for architects, rather it
was my goal to gain experience by having a simulated dialogue with other mem-
bers of a development team. People who have not been involved in my studio
experiences.
s p r in g 8 4
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My thesis proposals' premise states:
that it is normally the developers concerns which are without the benefit
of an architect's actual design skills which are transformed into physi-
caZ form in our environment. If architects hope to creatively build in
todays society, they must be able to communicate in the construction and
development industry's language. This means the designer must perceive,
practice, and present an integration of complex issues into a form that
benefits the users, as an integral aspect of the development process,
and not, as a mutually exclusive act in the creation of an inhabitable
art form.
Carrying this statement with me into the thesis process I began to accu-
mulate references from people who have had a wide range of personal experi-
ences and from different positions in the development process. The following
section documents this collection of peoples' thoughts. The people range from
two M.I.T. M.Arch. thesis students writing about the topic of development
to correspondences with practicing architects in San Francisco and Nashville.
Included in this section are quotes from Architect-Developer John Portman and
excerpts from conversations and presentations with Charles H. Spaulding, one
of Boston's leading developers and now founder and director of M.I.T.'s Center
for Real Estate Development and with John Habraken, an internationally recog-
nized educator, researcher of design methodology and formerly Head of the
311
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Department of Architecture and now professor of Architecture at M.I.T.
John Habraken's article,"Notes of a Traveller"first published in' The
Journal of Architectural Education, May 1979, and whose master copy was
copied for students in thesis prep class of Spring '84, discusses the paths
and perils of design research. Along the journey John defines many pertinent
aspects of design which nicely describe the design process as I tried to
approach it this semester.
To me design is the formulation of decisions about what has to be made,
in such a way that someone else can make it. Yes, it has to do with
creation - but a creation is not a design, and a designer is not just
someone who creates, but a person who documents something that did not
exist before in order to allow others to act. Therefore, design is
a social activity that has to do with explicit communication. Design
only makes sense when we work with others or when we project our own
activities...
The research of design, to me, must deal with the communication and
formulation of a coherent set of decisions. It must tell me something
about people interacting in decision-making and execution.
Recognizing this need for studying the interaction among disciplines
Michael Giuliano helped organize the thesis semesters structure and offered
to ask Barry Preston a friend and fellow New England developer to partici-
pate in our process. Jack Myer added the architectural/urban planners
spring 84Sargents wharf condominiums
experience to the team while acting as my thesis advisor as well as having
been a business associate of Barry and Michael's. More details of the team's
working method later, but it was important and fortunate for the thesis to
have brought such an experienced team together.
For as John Habraken continues:
In a time when we tend to think in terms of global problems where ex-
perts of many fields have to cooperate to deal with the issues that we
want to address, it is necessary to repeat that one can only cooperate
from the strength of one's own expertise.
And (paraphrasing John's article) my "expertise" under examination was design.
Other abilities that John feels architects must have ties nicely into e-
statetment Michael Giuliano made in his M.I.T. M.Arch. thesis which he sub-
mitted in May 1978.
John writes:
I have-learned to distinguish a number of abilities that I like to think
every architect should possess but that I know every researcher in de-
sign must have. The two'most essential are: the ability to understand
other peoples' values and the ability to understand time and change.
This ability allows the architect to have the "vision" that Michael
alludes to when he wrote:
Although the blame for unsatisfactory housing usually finds its way back
to the development restraints; in my view, two factors: the vision of
the participants in the building process and the interpretation of the
development variables accounts for the wide qualitative range of housing
environments available today....
w$13q
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The fact that experienced and responsible builders have enormous prob-
lems in developing good housing indicates the severity and complexity of
the housing sector. The greatest problem lies in directing participants
from different disciplines towards the achievement of a common goal.
Addressing the traditional problems in finding a common goal amid the
ruins of the collision of the traditional adversaryrole players, the developer
and the architect, John related to the thesis prep class on February 29,
1984, a line of thought that an Israeli epistemologist, Yehudah Elkana, pro-
posed which he called two tiered thinking. This theory stated that there
were two types of reality. That of the: Relativist - who believes there
is, no such thing as absolute truth.
It is all how one defines it.
and the: Absolutist who believes that there
is a core of truth from which every-
thing grows.
Two tiered thinking - is if you take a position there is
always another position.
- once you take a position - it be-
comes desirable to become objective.
John continued this line of thought by adding:
- it is difficult to have a productive
conversation or process if you can
not come from the first step with
an ideology. Without it there will
never be agreement.
S argents wharf condominiums spring 84
- if you have common ground on the
first step then you can proceed ob-
jectively to come up with solutions.
This is a wonderful sequence which illustrates why the proverbial reli--
gious or political conversations can go no where. It is also why there is
little hope for a productive relationship to happen in architecture if the
developer and architect continue to believe in their traditional adversary
roles. If in each others eyes the developer is only interested in short term
profit, and the architect is only interested in constructing expensive monu-
ments to ones own ego then it is hopeless.
Yet there is hope. There is a slow shift in the industry's conscious-
ness, a realization that there is a common first tier to meet on, and that
first tiers' common ground, which may lead to mutually beneficial second
tiered decisions, are the goals of quality and control.
Michael Giuliano states in his M.Arch. thesis:
What destroys housing is not necessarily the economic constraints, but
the insufficient knowledge of the actors to use the available resources
in other ways. In short, no one participant is ever made aware of the
real possibilities in this series of adversary relationships. If a
dialogue between development and design could be established, the pro-
cess will have a clarity resulting in more control over the end product.
Wendy Krum addresses the advantages of the cooperative relationship more
specifically in her thesis "Architects in the Development Process: Emerging
Professional Roles", M.I.T. June 1981.
-Ii
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Early entry into the development process allows for the investigation
of design alternatives before the package is "frozen"
(This is the location in the process that my thesis is taking place.)
if the architect is involved in the programming and budget decisions,
design options may be expanded. In addition, if an architect parti-
cipates early in the process, there may be more of an opportunity to
respond sensitively to a community's conditions, needs and values.
Early involvement and collaboration with technical consultants and with
the contractor may elicit advanced design concepts and allow more time
for the delivery of a desired product. Working with a contractor on
cost control from the inception of the design process largely avoids
the necessity for hasty revisions which can produce a mediocre product.
John Portman the well known architect-developer of Atlantas' Peachtree
Plaza and San Francisco's Hyatt Regency and Embarcadero Center writes with
his co-author Jonathan Barnett in his book in 1976:
"We believe that many urban and environmental problems will not be
solved until an integrated design-development process - seeking lasting
values, not quick profits - becomes the normal means of designing and
building cities."
Charles H. Spaulding, Director of M.I.T.'s Center for Real Estate Deve-
lopment in a conversation with me on April 17, 1984, further confirmed the
recent trend of the industry towards John Portman's design-development or the
before mentioned common ground. Speaking from a developer's point of view
Mr. Spaulding reiterated the monumental importance in the words, seeking
s p r ing 8 481
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lasting values. I asked whether architects had changed or become more aware
of the development process over the last 20 years and he said, he didn't be-
lieve so. What Mr. Spaulding thought was the major change was that developems
have over the last 20 years realized that quality buildings, although not
easy on the initial cash flow pay off, they are easier to lease and their
leases are easier to renew, rent increases are easier to negotiate and simply
a quality development is a quality investment.
Mr. Spaulding went on to say that the most important time between the
developer and the architect was developing the design criteria, the formula-
tion of the common ground. This is the place in the process in which this
thesis is directed. Mr. Spaulding went on to say that this is the phase of
the process which people do not spend enough time on. That without establish-
ing this common ground and "It's always easy not to define it well enough.",
the possibilities of falling back into the traditional roles of having the
architect and developer trying to run it his own way immediately reoccurs.
Mr. Spaulding felt ideally one would meet once a week with a key member of
the architecture firm while in the feasibility state. He added that an in-
formed architect can streamline the whole development process by eliminating
or at least handling community related, construction, zoning, and budget es-
timating hurdles, and for helping to acquire financing.
r I IA
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While researching Sert's Roosevelt Island Skip stop organizations, I
bumped into an article in the same AIA Journal of June 1974 with the title
"When an Architect Acts as Co-developer of a New Community," by Earl
Swensson FAIA.
The framework of the article was based on the master planning process
for a new living, working community of 220 acres in Springfield, Illinois.
What the framework was actually supporting was powerful statements concern-
ing the architect assuming total design and financial control over the pro-
ject. I was curious to know what the firm was doing 10 years later and how
the project did. I called Nashville, Tennessee and a project architect
Albert Ambrosse was put on the line. We talked for fifteen minutes and he
said the project was killed by the 1974 oil embargo real estate depression
and that he would transfer a letter of questions to Mr. Swensson.
One of my questions based on the text from the 1974 article was:
Is "The project must be an exciting design challenge; no run-of-the
mill project will be considered." to be found; and under ones control,
or do jobs come, or not come, through the door when acting in the
traditional role of an architect?
Having been told by Mr. Ambrosse that the firm is doing a lot of large
hotel and hopsital work in the traditional architects role, Mr. Swensson's
,reply was:
Yes we still adhere to the principle of exciting design challenges if
we are to be a part of the development team. We do take on assignments
s pr ing 8 4
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which are of a more straight-ahead nature for some architectural design,
but this does not apply to our role and mission when we are a part of a
development team.
And secondly I asked:
What was the scenario as your financial managers and your site planners
proceeded when site planning and density became an issue as mentioned in
the quote: "Theoretically, we could have projected a much greater den-
sity and land cost use, but we would have sacrificed a quality of en-
vironment on which we all agreed. Such a decision is not easy to make
because the name of the game in the development business is profit --
the more the better."
The reply:
The scenario regarding financial managers and site planners is based on
careful analysis with the development team and figuring out the best
pay-out from a financial standpoint. Profit is a major consideration
and the result usually is a compromise, realizing the best financial
potential possible without sacrificing strong and significant design
concepts.
I find these two answers very interesting. They reveal a carefully
thoughtout position defining what is architectural design and what is
architectural production. Where are the design challenges and where are
the appropriate places and moments for "significant design concepts?"
Lastly, I phoned and wrote William L. Williams, AIA, project
architect for Golden Gateway Commons with Fisher Friedman Associates,
AIA, San Francisco. I asked many formal organizational questions which
s pr in g 8 4
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he answered in full, but I then asked about Fisher Friedman's working rela
tionships with their developer clients. Mr. Williams wrote back:
And, in answer to all your questions concerning the integration of
marketing, use and design:
Good Architecture must integrate all, from beginning to end.
Assuming we can continue on that common ground from beginning to end, the
role of the architect-designer is that of integration and judgement. John
Habraken added in his talk to the thesis prep class that that is why people
come to professionals like doctors and lawyers. They want that trained and
experienced value judgement call.
And as an art teacher in Holland once said.
ques. What makes good judgement
ans. experience
ques. what makes experience
ans. bad judgement
s p r ing 8 4
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Q Your love life will be happy and
harmonious. Q
© You wilI enjoy good health, you
will be surrounded by luxury. 0
o You will be called upon to help a
friend in trouble. @
O Friends long absent are coming
back to you. D
A ihrllIP fWIn ed
ate futurf Q
@You W116h be hono red
somedne y6U respect. .
p ttThere it a tIe d sincere riendi
thip betwden Ydd both. Q
Y ou nave a natural grace and
great consideration for others. ©
O From now on your kindness will
lead you to success. @D
O Birds are entangled by their feet
and men by their tongues. ©
0 Simplicity of character is the
natural result of profound thought.
@'Simplicity And clarity should be
ryour theme ihndress.0
A wo61m' ad 00e2s is miuch't re
accurate than a man's certainty 1
poise andhalahceQa
ork calmly and siletly. Q
D It is better to have a hen tomorrow
han an egg today. ©
© The physician heals, nature
makes well. Q
©Yo *& s orve
61 t © A l th e treth h 
u
Q He who hurries cannot walk with
dignity. ©
© A good time to finish up old tasks.
I vT e hn11J , ;t'7f t ;,
You are not ten pounds overweight;
you are three months pregnant.
© A wise man knows everything
A shrewd one, everybody. ©
o Behind an able man, there are
always other able men. ©
Li O65%iaa Q 6aslW Iknock on your door soon. ©
Your talents will be recognized and
suitably rewarded.
EIVei fh~Ild be i
and complete anythio.
You have a quIet nd ve
0 You will attract cultured and
artistic people to your home. 0
Ahhf6fpatlen I6 W64tt
ore than a bushel of ba 7
SAf frlend aslks oni V o tfen e sk o
not your money.Q,
© The will of the people is the best
law. Q
the commoan snse of the nextG
t by mail.
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Food for Thought - 4 meetings Q An empty stomach is not a good
political adviser. C©
6 Muffins Central Square Bakery
8 Scones Warburtons
2 bagettes
8 muffins
2 loaves sour dough rye
3 almond croissants Au Bon Pain
3 spinach cheese croissants
1 1/2 lbs. mozzarella cheese Purity Supreme
2 lbs. Swiss cheese
1/2 lbs. pepper cheese
1 lb. roast beef
1 lb. ham
1/2 lb. pastrami
2 jars mustard
6 peta pizzas Sages Fine Food
1 1/2 lbs. coffee Coffee Connection - Coop Expresso
1 qt. milk
1 gal. cider
ice water
Napkins, paper plates, cups, forks, knives, stirs, sugar (I never remember the
mayo.)
Jack brought two bottles of wine
Mechanical Communication
Organization Efforts
40+ calls to Providence - Barry's answering service
20+ calls to Michael Giuliano
2-3 appointment confirmaltions with Jack's secretary Lorin per meeting
It
List of Meetings
Date Person(s)
Late Nov. Michael Giuliano
Michael Giuliano
Barry Preston
Rosemary Grinshaw
Jack Myer
Jack Myer
Michael Giuliano
Barry Preston
Jack Myer
Ranko Bon
Dec.
Dec.
1/23
1/31
2/10
2/11
2/22
3/12
3/27
Michael Giuliano
Barry Preston
Jack Myer
,Jack Myer
Michael Giuliano
Barry Preston
Michael Giuliano
Location
Casa Blanca
Casa Blanca
his office
his office
*New-X
M.I.T.
his office
*Desk crit
*New-X
M. I. T.
*New-X
M. I. T.
Desk crit
New-X
M.I.T.
Desk crit
*New-X
M. I. T.
Desk crit
*Food @ mtg.
Primary Issue
Thesis Topic
Thesis Structure
Thesis Structure
-B.R.A.
-initial site disc.
-project info.
-sketch model
Scheme 1,2,3
Planning for project
flexibility
Scheme 1,2,3
Project review
site perspectives
-unit plans
-skip stop stairs
Documentation of
formal options
Elevations
Unit-terrace plans
Project Review
Dens i ty-Dis tribution
Elevation-massing
Elevation issues
-El
Michael Giuliano
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JOHN R. MYER
B.Arch., M.I.T., 1952
Arrowstreet, Inc. (formerly Ashley/Myer/Smith Inc.),
Principal, Director, President, 1961 to present.
Project Director: Massachusetts State Archives and Record
Center Building; Columbia Point, Boston, Mass.; 1978.
Designer: Hotel, Park, Conference Center, Commercial Center;
Laguna Niguel, California for Avco Community Development
Corporation; 1978-79.
Project Director, Senior Designer: Chelsea Naval Hospital
revised Masterplan; 1977-78.
Design Principal: Port d'Albret; a new French community on
the.Atlantic coast; Compagnie la Henin; 1976 to present.
Consulting Principal: Custom House Park, Boston, Mass.; 1976.
Senior Designer: Old State House Park; an urban park and
pedestrian space design, as setting for historic Old State
House; Boston Redevelopment Authority, Boston, Mass.; 1975-76.
Senior Designer: Guidelines for Environments for the mentally
retarded and Master Plans for six state- school campuses;
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health; 1975-76.
Senior Designer: Washington Street Mall; a two-block
pedestrian mall, involving downtown street improvements and
public space development; Boston Redevelopment Authority,
Boston, Mass.; 1975-76.
Co-Project Director and Senior Designer: Downtown Washington
Streets for People; a pedestrianization program of physical
improvements, new street activities- and a management program
for 60 blocks of downtown Washington; D.C. Redevelopment Land
Agency; 1972-76; First phase now completed.
Project Director: High School/Community Center; Gananda (new
town), New York; 1974.
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JOHN R. MYER (cont'd)
Co-Project Director: Downtown Urban Renewal Action Plan; City
of Toleda, Ohio; 1974.
Co-Project Director and Senior Designer: Humanities and Arts
Building; Hampshire College, Amherst, Mass.; 1973-74.
Co-Project Director and Senior Designer: House V; student
apartments and dining facilities for 250 students; Hampshire
College, Amherst, Mass.; 1975.
Co-Designer: Center School Complex Urban Redevelopment;
housing, commercial, and community facilities at the town
center (Joint Venture with Donlyn Lyndon and Philip B. Herr
and Associates); City of Amherst, Mass.; 1972 to present.
Co-Designer: Chandler Village; student apartments to
accomdate 500 students; Worcester State College, Worcester,
Mass.; 1971.
Senior Designer and Planner: St. Clair shores; luxury
housing; low-, mid-, and high-rise apartments; (Joint Venture
with Homer and Rogers); the Shore Club, Detroit, Michigan;
1967-68.
Consulting Partner: City Signs and Lights; a national policy
study and demonstration of public and private signing,
lighting, and environmental information systems in Boston,
funded by HUD; Boston Redevelopment Authority; 1968-71.
Project Director and Senior Designer: Warren Gardens, 228
moderate income housing units; Roxbury, Mass.; 1966.
Co-Designer (with Kevin Lynch): Boston Downtown Waterfront
Master Plan; City of Boston; 1959.
Environmental Design Group, Inc.; Principal, Director and
President since 1969.
Arrowstreet, Inc.; Director and President since 1972.
Ashley, Myer and Associates, Inc.; Director, President, 1964.
Ashley & Myer, A.I.A., Architects, 1961-64.
John Randolph Myer and Associates, A'rchitects, 1959-64.
Adams, Howard and Greeley & Associated Planners and
Architects, 1959.
Hugh Stubbins & Associates, Architects, as "Associate,"
1954-59.
Studio Valle, Undine, Italy, 1953-54.
EDUCATION:
EXPERIENCE:
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JOHN R. MYER (cont'd)
PUBLICATIONS: "Housing: Voicing the Demand," in The State and the Poor,
Prentice Hall, 1970 (Beer & Barringer, Eds.)
Design, a Case History: A Designer's Specifications for a
Computer System, Center for Building Research, M.I.T., 1967.
Changes in Architecture, paper for private distribution.
View from the Road, M.I.T. Press, 1964, (with Appleyard,
Lynch).
HONORS: Boston Society of Architects Urban Design Award for the Design
of Boston Downtown Waterfront 1981.
1st prize State Wide Competition for The Selection of Architect
for Massachusetts State Archive Building with Dick Krauss, 1978.
Review Panel, National Endowment for the Arts, Architecture
and Environmental Arts Design Fellowships, 1976.
Fellowship in the American Institute of Architects, 1970.
First Prize, with Bob Goodman and Fletcher Ashley, in
International Competition to design a new Boston Architecural
Center, 1964.
Medgalia D'Argento-Vindicesima, Triennale de Milano, 1957.
Fulbright Scholarship to Italy, 1952.
A.I.A. Scholastic Medal, M.I.T., 1952.
Tau Beta Pi.
Appointed Head, Department of Architecture MIT, 1982.
TEACHING: Professor at M.I.T., Dept. of Architecture since 1971.
Associate Professor at M.I.T., Dept. of Architecture, 1966-71.
Assistant Professor at M.I.T., Dept. of Architecture, 1959-66.
ORGANIZATIONS: American Institute of Architects, Fellow.
Massachusetts State Association of Architects.
Boston Society of Architects - Board of Directors, 1966-70.
City of Cambridge, Massachusetts, Planning Board, 1961-70.
REGISTERED
ARCHITECT: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
State of Michigan
State of Vermont
NCARB National Architectural Certification
State of New York
District of Columbia
State of Connecticut
State of New Hampshire
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Bachelor of Environmental Design in Architecture 1981
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, N.C.
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TEACHING Department of Architecture, Massachusetts Institute
EXPERIENCE: of Technology
Introduction to Building Economics (1982)
Building Economics: Project Life Cycle
Analysis (1983)
Department of Economics, Northeastern University
Economic Policy and Planning I and II (1981-83)
Development Planning Seminar (1982-83)
Mathematics for Economists (1981-83)
Economic Programming (1983)
Introduction to Statistics (1981-82)
Introduction to Mathematical Economics (U) (1981-82)
Statistics I (U) (1980)
Comparative Economic Systems (U) (1981)
Principles of Economics (U) (1980-82)
Department of Urban Studies and Planning, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
Planning in Socialist Countries, with Professors
Tunney Lee and Karen Polenske (1974-75, 1979-83)
An Introduction to Architectonics, IAP (1973)
Department of Economics, University of Massachusetts
in Boston
Statistical Methods (U) (1980)
Introductory Macroeconomics (U) (1979-80)
Department of Sociology, Ljubljana University
An Introduction to Cybernetics (1976)
Boston Architectural Center
An Introduction to Architectonics (1972-73)
December 1983
ADDRESS:
CURRICULUM VITAE
Ranko Bon
872 Massachusetts Avenue, Apartment 708, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 497-5026
Department of Architecture, Room 10-485, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-5359
BORN: April 17, 1946, in Zagreb, Yugoslavia
EDUCATION: Ph.D. Degree in Urban Studies and Planning, Department
of Urban Studies and Planning, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, September 1972 - June 1975
Master's Degree in City Planning, Department of City
and Regional Planning, Harvard University, September
1970 - November 1972
Diplomed Engineer in Architecture, Department of
Architecture, Belgrade University, September 1964 -
June 1969
EMPLOYMENT: Assistant Professor of Economics in Architecture,
Department of Architecture, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, July 1983 - present
Lecturer of Economics in Architecture, Department of
Architecture, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
January - June 1983
Assistant Professor of Economics, Department of
Economics, Northeastern University, September 1980 -
June 1983
Lecturer of Economics, Department of Economics,
University of Massachusetts in Boston, September
1979 - July 1980
Lecturer of Urban Studies and Planning, Department of
Urban Studies and Planning, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, September 1979 - January 1980
Scientific Counsellor, Urban Planning Institute of
Slovenia, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, September 1975 -
August 1979
RESEARCH
EXPERIENCE:
Executive Office of Administration and Finance,
Division of Capital Planning and Operations,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Program to Establish Cost-Effective and Efficient
Procedures and Practices for Common Building
Defects Detection, Diagnosis, and Scheduled
Repair, with Professor Eric Dluhosch (Principal
Investigator), September 1983 - March 1984
Department of Economics, Northeastern University
The Structure of Users' Data Processing Costs:
The Implications of the Decreasing Ratio Between
Hardware and Software Costs (Construction
Industry Cases), Research and Scholarship
Development Fund, Northeastern University,
January - December 1982
Ranko Bon page two
Ranko Bon
RESEARCH
EXPERIENCE
(continued):
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Urban Planning Institute of Slovenia
Methodology of Spatial Planning, Project
Coordinator, with Joze Dekleva, January 1979 -
August 1979
Systems Approach to Spatial Planning, Project
Coordinator, January 1976 - December 1978
Department of Urban Studies and Planning, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
Multiregional Input-Output Analysis of the U.S.
Economy, Research Assistant to Professor Karen
Polenske, September 1973 - August 1975
Laboratory for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis,
Department of City and Regional Planning, Harvard
University
Hierarchical Spatial Systems, Research Assistant
to Professor Michael Woldenberg, February 1971 -
June 1971
Urban Planning Institute of Slovenia
Spatial Plan for Celje County, Project
Coordination Team Member, November 1977 -
August 1979
Inter-County Plan for Dolenjska Region, Project
Coordination Team Member, September 1975 -
December 1976
RELATED Member of the American Economic Association, May
ACTIVITIES: 1980 - present
Chairman of the Committee for Development of the
Interdisciplinary Graduate Program in Urban and
Regional Planning, Faculty of Architecture, Civil
Engineering, and Land Surveying, Ljubljana University,
October 1978 - August 1979
Member of the Delegation of the Association of
Yugoslav Cities to France, Great Britain, Sweden, and
West Germany, Urban Management Project - OECD,
November 1977
Member of the Task Force for Drafting of the Proposal
of the Social Planning Act of the Socialist Republic
of Slovenia, Office for Social Planning of the
Socialist Republic of Slovenia, January 1977 -
January 1978
Member of the Executive Council of the Slovene Urban
Planning Association, February 1976 - February 1977
page four
"Comparative Stability Analysis of Multiregional
Input-Output Models: Column, Row, and Leontief-Strout
Gravity Coefficient Models," Quarterly Journal of
Economics (Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts),
forthcoming.
"Systems Approach to Spatial Planning: A Yugoslav
Experience," Improving the Human Condition: Quality
and Stability in Social Systems, in R.F. Ericson, ed.,
Proceedings of the Silver Anniversary International
Meeting of the Society for General Systems Research,
London, August 20-24, 1979, pp. 689-699.
Review of B. Horvat's The Yugoslav Economic System:
The First Labor-Managed Economy in the Making, White
Plains, New York: International Arts and Sciences
Press, 1976, in Annals of Regional Science (Baton
Rouge, Louisiana), 12(3) (1978)131-133.
"Accessibility in Transportation Networks: Probabilistic
versus Deterministic Approach," European Journal of
Operational Research (North-Holland, Amsterdam),
1 (1977) 85-89.
"Some Conditions of Macroeconomic Stability of
Multiregional Models," Economic Analysis (Institute
of Economic Sciences, Belgrade), 16(1- 2 )(1977)65-87
(Ph.D. Dissertation; in English).
Also published by the U.S. Department of
Transportation, Report DOT-TST-76-61, September
1975.
"Allometry in Topologic Structure of Architectural
Spatial Systems," Ekistics (Athens), 36(215)(1973)
270-276.
"Allometry in Micro-Environmental Morphology,"
Harvard Papers in Theoretical Geography (Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts), Special Papers
Series, Special Paper E, June 1972.
Ranko Bon
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Site Images
From my Log 2/12/84
Fathers with their daughters
"Where's the aquarium? I've never taken the T before."
"You wanna go see the see-als?"
The family together
Working fathers with their wives and children
"You want some chicken
You want some rice?"
"More, More"
"It's all gone"
"You want some apple juice?"
"Where's mine?"
"You gotta share"
"I have those kinda socks"
"Daddy are you thirsty?"
Flannel shirts, work shoes
Payne truck hats on truckers' heads
Not so many Gucci shoes.
Industrial key rings hanging off workpants
licking barbecue sauce off his chicken-greased fingers.
The family together - couples holding hands
"We'll get some kind of cookie for dessert"
"Let's get some pineapple on a stick"
"The avacados haven't come in from, California yet"
"Let's go for a ride!"
- 7
sargents wharf condominiumsIEo9w,
This B.R.A. helicopter photo from "Boston Tomorrow, Issues of Development"
is keyed to major landmarks mentioned throughout the thesis.
a. I. M. Peis' Harbor Towers
b. New England Aquarium
c. Custom House - Long Wharf
d. Marriott Hotel - Long Wharf
e. Columbus Park
f. Faneuil Hall Market
g. 60 State Street (Top floor, where the site perspectives were taken from)
h. City Hall
i. Prince Apartment Building
j. Commercial Wharf
k. Lewis Wharf
1. Commercial Street
m. THE PILOT HOUSE
n. Eastern Avenue
o. THE SARGENT'S WHARF SITE
p. Union Wharf
q. The Pierhead Line
s p r ing 8 4
Sargents wharf condominiums spring 84 -Il-
s p r in g 8 4 s ar g e n t s w h a r f condomin iu rms
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Sargents wharf condominiums spring F al
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sar gents w h arf 0
- from the escalator. Arriving at the edge
of the North End. Haymarket - Green and
Orange Line station.
- Walking Northeast through
the North End
condom iniu mSs p r ing 8 4
spring 84Sargents wharf condominiums
- Just off the intersection
of Clark Street and Han-,
over Street
- at Clark and North Street - overlooking
the site
- The Coal Bunker at Lincoln
Wharf slated for reuse
as condominiums
I ll H I Er'
- The South edge of Commercial Wharf (Note. the pent-
house balconies and Logan International Airports con-
trol Tower in the background.)
- The balconies allowing habitation of the stone cliffs of
Union Wharf. The verticality of Lincoln Wharf - all
built on a forest of ancient piles.
- E7 l-t 10
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- The historic 30 foot wide public way established in 1709 by
Boston's selectman and the builders of the wharf "For use
forever" by the public - The end at Union Wharf.
B.R.A.
Guidelines
AZZ is forbidden which is not allowed,
AZZ is allowed which is not forbidden.
Vernon Shogren
N.C.S.U. Fall '80
To get a feel for the ensuing project I made several visits to the site,
taking rolls of film, sketching, talking to real estate agents in the Harbor/
North End area. Gail at Donald Zagoren Associates, in Union Wharf, gave me
unit plans of Lewis Wharf which became valuable comporables for the unit layout
of the Sargent's Wharf thesis project. Once I felt I had an experiential map
of the site and its neighboring influences on its context, I felt it was time
to find out what the actual constraints on the project were. As Vernon's quote
suggests the experiential qualities of the site provide the clues to the image-
ability of the project -the constraints (the codes, budgets, political influen-
ces...) begin to mold the physical form.
The fact that the site is now a B.R.A. parking lot roots the project under
unusually close ties to the city's codes and review processes. The project
would have to be selected competition style by the B.R.A. Thus, the gaming
nature of maximizing densities and functions on a site already under the de-
signers control constrained only by perceived abilities to aquire variances
does not apply to this process. To learn what these competition style con-
straints would be, I called the B.R.A. on Thursday, January 19, 1984.
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From my log:
1/Z9/84
I called the B.R.A. approximately four times before reaching the
person who could talk to me about the site--John Sayers quickly told me
the original development controls are 6-7 years old -- the original deve-
Zopers designation has been revoked and the proposal in the paper (The
Boston Globe) in December '83 from the North End citizens group has not
and will not be presented to the B.R.A. -- We made an appointment for the
next day but he asked me to call first at ZZ:30.
Z/20/84
Talked with John Sayers from Z:30 - 3;00. He has been with the
B.R.A. for twenty years and is coordinator for the Harbor Front Deve lop-
ment. I left with a large package of material which are the constraints
for the project including:
-- Three pages of notes,
--"BRA Fact Book"
-- "Boston's Triple Deckers"
-- "BRA Downtown Waterfront - FaneuiZ Hall Urban Renewal Plan
Project Mass R-77 April Z5, Z964 Amended April 8, Z965"
-- "No.Mass 7? Parcel B-3 Sargents Wharf"
-- July Z8, Z974 Tentative designation of Redeveloper"
-- Plans - Urban Renewal Plan Z:200
Plot plan - topographic - utility 1:40
Development Parcels - Z:40
Later I picked up the booklet "Boston: Harbor Challenges and opportuni-
ties for the Z980's" (Sasaki)
The following information is assembled from the above mentioned sources.
The information outlines the B.R.A.'s expectations, guidelines, and procedures
for the redevelopment process for Sargent's Wharf. I followed these guide-
lines as closely as possible through the thesis project. These guidelines
are also the basis for the new invitation for proposals which will be re-
issued sometime in the near future.
The first source is the "Boston Harbor: Challenges and Opportunities
for the 1980's" (Sasaki). The report commissioned by Mayor Kevin H. White
and the B.R.A. in 1979, and produced by Sasaki Associates is now slightly
dated yet it continues to be a good source because ". .. it articulates the
challenges and opportunities concerning the revitalization of Boston Harbor"
as the B.R.A. perceives it. It begins with a brief history and description
of the Boston Harbor and then provides specific recommendations for redeve-
lopment. The excerpts included apply to the Sargent's Wharf redevelopment.
Since its founding in 1630, Boston's fortune and its future have been
linked with its harbor. The presence of a large and protected port was the
primary reason for the settling of Boston, and led to the City's golden era
as a major banking and financial center. Boston's decline as a port city
started in the mid 1800's when changes in shipping needs, increased costs,
and urban growth patterns rendered many of Boston's piers vacant and useless.
Although the functions of Boston's harbor have changed considerably over
the past 350 years, the harbor, its 30 islands and central boston serve as
focal point for New England. Over three million people live within a 25 mile
radius of the harbor. In the City of Boston, over 200,000 people live within
walking distance of the water along the harbor, and the Mystic, Chelsea,
Charles and Neponset Rivers.
Land parcels bordering Boston Harbor total about 2,112 acres, not inclu-
ding Logan International Airport. Approximately one-third is vacant (694
acres), and one-quarter used for industrial purposes (553 acres). Another
316 acres are used for commercial purposes, 438 acres for recreational uses,
and the remaining 112 acres for residential purposes.
Facts suggest that 1) considerable improvement opportunities are avail-
able along Boston's harbor, given the large amount of vacant and underused
land; and 2) relatively little of the harbor is readily accessible to the
public (about 18 percent).
The decline of the harbor started to reverse about 20 years ago when the
City, through the Boston Redevelopment Authority, began an effort to reviti-
lize the waterfront. More than $100 million has been spent by the City.
An important outgrowth of the City's past effort is the harbor's
potential as a source of economic growth and recreation. Interest in the
harbor has never been greater. Now, with more than 100 governmental agencies,
associations and community groups in some way involved with the harbor, this
new interest brings to the forefront conflicting priorities for the use of
the harbor--either to develop it or to protect it for public use or some
possible future need.
Never has there been a greater need for coordination of development
and planning for the harbor.
Harbor Development/Conservation Policies
Major policies must be formulated for Boston Harbor and its shoreline.
Conflicts between uses need to be resolved.
Harbor Pollution
The MDC and EPA are reviewing alternative plans for reducing sewage flows
into Boston Harbor and its tributaries, but to date little has been achieved
in reducing levels of pollution in Boston Harbor.
Public access has become more critical and more in demand as waterfront
areas have been redeveloped. In many neighborhoods, local residents have
long been cut off from the water by military installations, expressways, port
facilities and private development.
Vacant land on Sargent, Rowes and Fosters Wharves is suitable for private
development as well as for expanding public access along the downtown water-
front. Unravelling the tangle and confusion of commuter and excursion boats,
and harbor ferries, and providing more adequate terminal facilities, mooring
space for private craft and public landings represent major opportunities.
Fim
These as well as other waterfront improvements in this area are reviewed in
the following section of this study.
THE PLAN
Goals, Objectives, and Policies
To create opportunities for sound, higher-density development that will
be compatible with other waterfront uses.
To assure adequate public (including the handicapped public) access to,
and open space along, the water's edge.
Provide pedestrian paths to and around the water's edge in recognition
of the historic 30-foot-wide public way established in 1709 by Boston's
selectmen and the builders of the wharf "for use forever" by the public.
Provide improved pedestrian access which is safe, convenient, pleasant,
clearly identified by day and night and available to the handicapped from
the downtown and residential neighborhoods to the water's edge.
Extend the parks and walking systems of Boston to include a unified
pedestrian way along the water's edge with as much exposure to the water as
possible without obstructing the effective operation and security of water-
dependent and water-enhanced uses abutting the harbor.
Improve Atlantic Avenue as the link between walks from the downtown and
walks to and along the water's edge, as the site for bus stops, and as a
route to South and Aquarium MBTA Stations. Remove the parking lane on the
harbor side of Atlantic Avenue and devote the recaptured space to improved
signage, lights, street furniture, and planting.
Consider changes in elevation of pedestrian access along the water's
edge, when such changes are necessary to the successful function of a
water-dependent or water-enhanced use.
Incorporate bicycle racks into the public access system.
To better accommodate boating uses, to anticipate their growth and to
provide an orderly program for their expansion, considering both waterside
and landside space and functional needs.
Encourage the design of workable service and support functions such as
truck loading zones, bus layover areas, auto/taxi/bus drop-off areas, employee
parking, administrative offices, ticketing facilities, and food and drink pre-
parations.
Improve and expand docking space through the repair of existing bulkheads
and pierheads or through the introduction of floating docks, dolphins and
reinforcement of pier corners and wharf accessories where necessary.
Encourage the incornoration of visual concerns into the early stages of
the planning and design of all facilities in the downtown waterfront.
Review developments proposed near designated or registered historic dis-
tricts or sites to ensure their compatibility with the historic character of
the area.
To improve linkages between the NBTA and commuter/tourist/excursion
boats.
To preserve and enhance environmental and navigational conditions in
the harbor.
Design commuter and tourist/excursion facilities, boat basins and other
water-dependent uses to minimize disruption of harbor flushing or restriction
of the tidal prism, and excavation or filling in shallow waters.
Carry out dredging strategically to improve navigation, as needed,
taking care to avoid undermining existing bulkheads that are to remain.
Retain original "gravity" bulkheads wherever possible, taking care not
to add surcharge loads that would reduce their structural stability, to
protect them from heavy machinery and to limit excavation in their immediate
vicinity.
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Ensure that commuter and tourist/excursion facilities, boat basins, and
other water-dependent uses are equipped for the proper handling of boat and
site-generated sewerage, litter, and refuse.
Encourage, where possible, multiple use docks common to several property
interests.
Require removal of all unused piers and similar structures in a state of
disrepair.
Permit only jetties, groins, or breakwaters that do not interfere with
public access, nor unduly disturb the aquatic ecosystem.
Preload or use other special techniques to avoid settlement of public
access and open space areas due to poor soil conditions.
-II-
Progressing towards more specific Guidelines is the:
"Downtown Waterfront - Faneuil Hall Urban Renewal Plan"
"Project Mass R-77 April 15, 1964 as amended
April 8, 1965
Twenty years later the project, probably the most successful urban renewal
project of the 1960's, has progressed closely following the definitions
written for the Federal, State, and locally funded redevelopment project
in this booklet. Sargent's Wharf is one of the last open sites within the
projects boundaries.
SECTION 203: General Design Principles
The circulation system, the parcelization, the land uses, and the building
controls and restrictions reflect the planning-design principles of the Urban
Renewal Plan.
The design principles are as follows:
1. To mitigate the effect of the elevated expressway and the surface roadway
beneath as a physical and psychological barrier to effective connections
and linkages between the downtown and the waterfront.
2. To establish an active urban character for the area by the intensive
utilization of land and by the mixing of compatible land uses.
3. To provide maximum opportunity for pedestrian access to the water's edge.
4. To establish an orderly sequence and hierarchy of open spaces and views
for both the pedestrian and the motorist.
5. To establish a relationship between buildings, open spaces and public
ways which provides maximum protection to the pedestrian during unfavor-
able weather conditions.
6. To achieve a proper integration of buildings and spaces by a careful
relationship of scale and materials in new development to the scale and
materials of the architecturally and historically significant buildings
to be retained.
7. To establish a continuity of scale between the existing North End resi-
dential community and the new development to take place adjacent to the
North End and along the water's edge, north of Commercial Wahrf.
8. To maintain the finger-like outline of the wharves.
9. To create an unobstructed visual channel from the Old State House at
Washington and State Streets down to Long Wharf and the harbor beyond.
10. To establish at the foot of State Street a vehicular free focal point of
con-erging pedestrian ways and down-harbor views.
Waterfront North Area - Parcels B-1 to B-5
This area will include a diverse but compatible mixture of uses. Residential
development on the wharves can be of a very unique character, intimately
related to the water and to the old brick and granite buildings which should
be retained and rehabilitated for residential use. In the rehabilitated
buildings general business and office occupants are desirable as adding
activity to the area.
In terms of the scale and materials of the buildings, this area can be
considered an extension of the North End. Therefore, the new structures
should relate to the existing-to-remain buildings on the wharves and to
the background of the North End. In general, rows of structures of moderate
height running parallel to the long-massive granite structures are the pre-
ferred solution. The intention here is to preserve the old finger form of
the waterfront for historical as well as urban design reasons. The North
End streets also tie into this strong lineal form. Pedestrian bridges con-
necting the wharves are encouraged.
CHAPTER V: PROPOSED LAND USE, BUILDING REQUIREMENTS AND OTHER CONTROLS
SECTION 501: Proposed Land Use Plan
The use of land in the Project Area shall be as shown on Map 2: Proposed
Land Use Plan, which indicates proposed land uses and rights-of-way.
SECTION 502: General Requirements
(1) Subdivision - The Boston Redevelopment Authority may subdivide parcels
as appropriate, with the permitted uses made applicable to sub-parcels.
In the event of sub-division, parking requirements will be divided as
appropriate.
(2) Definitions of Building Requirements :nd Restrictions
(a) Height - The height of a building shall be measured from the mean
grade of the sidewalk to the top of the parapet of the building
facade.
(b) Floor Area Ratio - Floor area ratio shall mean the ratio of gross
floor area of a structure or group of structures to total disposi-
tion parcel area, and gross floor area shall be defined herein to
exclude basements, unenclosed porches, or any floor space designed
for accessory garage purposes.
(c) Arcade - An area of a building which is open to public access
along its entire length.
(3) Landscaping - All open areas must be suitably landscaped so as to
provide a visually attractice environment.
(4) Sign Control - Signs within the Project Area shall be restricted to the
non-animated and non-flashing type, identifying only the establishment
and nature of its products. All signs must be suitably integrated with
the architectural design of the structure which they identify. No sign
shall project beyond the face of the building more than 24 inches. The
size, design, location and number of signs shall be approved by the
Authority. No signs or advertising qbal1 be placed on the exterior
facade on or above the floor level of the third floor of any structure. No
sign shall project above the roof of the structure on which it is mounted.
Any exceptions to the above controls, or the placement or replacement of
any sign during the 40-year duration of this Plan, must be approved by the
Authority.
(5) Exterior Lighting - Exterior lighting may be used to light doors,
entrances, show windows, plazas, open spaces and water surfaces. Such
lighting shall be located and shieldEi so as to prevent glare on adja-
cent properties. No flood lighting of buildings or streets will be
permitted except by special approval of the Authority.
(6) Off-Street Loading - Developers and owners of all buildings shall
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Authority that the off-street
loading needs of the property will be met adequately, or that the lack
of such facilities is due to existing conditions, but will not be detri-
mental to surrounding areas of the Project. The following are guide-
lines to the cff-street loading bay requirements applicable to the uses
permitted in the Project Area:
Gross Floor Area
(in thousands of General General
square feet) Business Office Residential
Under 15 0 0 0
150-300 - - 0
(7) Open Parking or Loading Areas: Open parking or loading areas must be
paved and landscaped and effectively screened to provide an attractive
visual appearance. The number of parking spaces provided must be con-
sented to in writing by the Authority.
(8) Storage: The open air storage of materials, equipment or merchandise,
other than automobiles unless expressly stated, shall not be permitted
in any section of the Project Area.
(9) Uses: The Project Area will be devoted generally to residential,
office, general business and marine uses and landscaped open areas." ON,NN
Wholesale business uses on a parcel will be allowed by the Boston Redevelop-
ment Authority only where such uses will not exert a detrimental effect on
nearby property and where such uses will not interfere with the achievement of
the goals and objectives of the Plan. Specific uses for each parcel are set
forth in Section 503. In each case, and unless specifically otherwise pro-
vided, designation of a particular use includes all accessory and ancillary
uses, customarily or reasonably incident to the use specified or the use on
an adjoining parcel. Retail businesses and restaurants are permitted on all
parcels unless specifically prohibited by the controls for the parcel. Retail
businesses and restaurants are permitted on all parcels unless specifically
prohibited by the controls for the parcel. Landscaped open space is permit-
ted as an accessory use on any parcel. Within the purview of this section,
the Authority may permit on any parcel such uses as are consistent with the
objectives of the Plan.
TABLE F UlAUD tE AND BUILDING REQUI'REMENTS (continued)
.11 te -Mrax-imum dIIg. Maximum Floor Minimum Park- Veh Icular Arcades or Ground
1-1 through Residential 1 for each
D-3 General Business -5/ 2 dwelling
unit
B-
11 iarine -5/ 2 ---- ---- ----
Marine Accessory6,_
U-5 and C-1 Public Open Space ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
C-2 Residential l/ -5/ 2 1 for each IA 10/ ----
dwelling
unit
D-1 General Business lot from
7/ 60 4 200 8/ tlanticve. or
ichmond3treet
D-2 through General Business 50 3 60 per par- lot from 10' in depth along
cel / Atlantic Northern & Southern
Avenue Frontages
1-5 ~;eneral Business 50 5 ---- lot from
tlantic ----
venue
5 sot to exceed the height which exts, for those Uuildings to be disposed of for rehabilitation, upon
the date the Urban Renewal Plan Is approved by the City Council except that the premises at 63 Atlan-
tic Avenue, designated Parcel 2, Block 83, on the Property Map, may be increased 22 feet above such
height.
6/= Residential shall be a permitted alternative or subsidiary use.
7/- Public facilities shall be a permitted alternative or subsidiary use.
B/= Nio open parking permitted.
J/= No open parking permitted except under the elevated expressway.
-r)/= 1ot from Atlantie Avenmu nq to 6 AtlAntIo Avpnnip
The following section is a lengthy (yet drastically edited) transcrip-
tion of the 1974:
"Boston Redevelopment Authority"
"Downtown Waterfront-Faneuil Hall Urban Renewal."
"Project No. Mass R-77 Parcel B-3 Sargent's Wharf"
As John Sayers said at our meeting on January 20, 1984,
"There's a lot of garbage in here. Primarily there are two things you need
to know and that is there is a 100 foot height restriction and the FAR is 2."
With that clarified, the following is included for the thorough reader
to further clarify the difference and scope of work involved in a B.R.A.
designated project versus a privately developed project. The section pro-
vides a valuable look into the attitudes of the B.R.A. ten years.ago and
of the process which is being reviewed now by the B.R.A. The new invitation
process will not be drastically different when the B.R.A. issues their next
invitation for proposals expected in the near future.
II. GENERAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND PARCEL REQUIREMENTS
A. Considerations (Underline provided
1. Atlantic Avenue/Commercial Street as emphasis)
Atlantic Avenue/Commercial Street serves as the principal access way
to the Waterfront Urban Renewal Project. Sargent's Wharf is an im-
portant activity node at the northern end of the Waterfront Urban
Renewal Project and this should be reflected in ground-floor
treatments and pedestrian amenities.
2. The "Pilot House"
Located at 50 Eastern Avenue on the southerly side of Sargent's Wharf,
the structure known as the Pilot House is an important remnant of the
nineteenth century waterfront. The property which is privately owned
is not included in Parcel B-3 and is currently being rehabilitated
for commercial and office use.
3. The North End
One of the principal considerations for the planning of Sargent's
Wharf should be a special awareness of its position between the
North End and the water itself. Any effect of "Walling off" the
residential North End community from the harbor should be kept to a
minimum, and the pedestrian access to the ends of the wharf is man-
datory.
4. Union Wharf
The long-range plan for Union Wharf is for rehabilitated and/or new
housing uses. (Now existing.)
B. Requirements
1. General
To allow for the utmost flexibility, the parcel is offered for re-
development with three options:
a. New construction (b & c no longer
b. Rehabilitation of any or all existing structures applicable)
c. A combination of new construction and building rehabilitation
The above alternatives are intended to afford the developer and
architect wide latitude in preparing a scheme which is economically
viable yet harmonious with the surrounding environment.
2. The Downtown Waterfront-Faneuil Hall Urban Renewal Plan
The controls listed in this parcel disposition kit supersede those
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listed on page 20 of the Downtown Waterfront-Faneuil Hall Urban Re-
newal Plan, dated April 15, 1964, as amended. The developer is
obligated to become familiar with the aforementioned plan and adhere
to all requirements listed in said plan.
3. Permitted Uses
a. The site should be primarily used for housing (with required
parking of one space per dwelling unit).
b. Ancillary general business uses and recreational uses will be
permitted.
c. Ground floor facades should be "live" with active uses, especial-
ly along Commercial Street and Eastern Avenue.
4. Maximum Total Floor Area Ratio
a. For rehabilitation, not to exceed the existing ratio of approxi-
mately 2.0.
b. For new construction (or a combination of new and rehabilitation,
not to exceed 2.0.
5. Maximum Building Height
The maximum permitted building height is 100 feet that of the high-
est point now existing on the parcel.
6. Access
a. Vehicular access will be from Commercial Street.
b. Pedestrian flow must be maintained along Eastern Avenue from
Commercial Street to the sea.
c. Maximum possible pedestrian access must be maintained around the
perimeter of the wharf.
7. Landscaping
a. All landscaping must be in character with the Waterfront.
b. All design work must be coordinated with BRA staff.
8. Massing
In general, the massing concept traditional to the Boston Waterfront
should be maintained. This means "finger" piers with structures whose
long axes are perpendicular to the shoreline.
The architect should give special attention to this site's relation-
ship to the low scale, residential North End, and every attempt should
be made (especially if the Quincy Cold Storage Building is retained)
to mitigate the "walling off" effect.
9. Materials
a. The use of traditional waterfront materials is encouraged.
b. Granite, brick, slate, concrete, and glass are suitable, but
the primary character of the proposal should be masonry.
10. Transparency
Ground floor lobby, circulation and retail spaces should be of trans-
parent quality.
11. Sign Control
a. Signs are to be considered an integral part of the architecture.
b. Signage and identification systems for the site must be shown in
the architectural drawings.
12. Parking
a. No open parking is permitted.
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B. One parking space for each dwelling unit should be provided.
13. Controls for Area 1 (see parcel delivery plan)
The westerly wall of 50 Eastern Avenue (the Pilot House) is a party
wall. Any new structure on Area 1 should be thought of as a con-
tinuation of the massing of the Pilot House, matching the cornice
height and roof configuration of the existing building.
No setbacks from the north or south property lines will be allowed,
but pedestrian connections through the building mass (from north to
south) are encouraged.
The design of Area 1 will have to be closely coordinated with the
developers of the adjacent Lewis Wharf properties.
III PROCEDURES FOR THE DISPOSITION OF THE PARCEL
A. Submission of Letter of Interest and Plans
Developers interested in the property may submit a letter indicating
such interest, not later than 5:00 p.m. May 31, 1974
1. Letter of Interest (shown herein below in Section F) and $1,000
in cash, certified check, savings bank books, or irrevocable
letter of credit.
2. Type of development proposed, including proposed use, estimated
cost and total floor area in square feet.
3. Information relating to the potential market for the space being
constructed or rehabilitated including a breakdown by use of
projected cross annual rents per square foot of rentable space
and estimated net income available for debt service and return
on equity.
4. Name and address of architect, together with description of projects
completed or presently under construction, including photographs,
dollar value, client or owner and location;
5. A schematic design proposal prepared by the architect including the
following items as the minimum submission.
a. All building elevations showing materials, signs, lights, etc.
at 1/16" = l' scale.
b. Plans of basement, ground floor, and upper floors, at 1/16" =
l' scale.
c. A longitudinal and a cross section at 1/16" = l' scale.
d. A massing model of the proposal at 1" = 40 scale.
e. Outline specifications for all materials and methods of construc-
tion.
f. A written statement of proposal including:
i. Structural system and principal building materials.
ii. Estimated construction costs
6. Legal and Financial Qualification Information.
Any additional information respecting financial responsibility such
as tenancy commitments, if any; statement of discussion with pros-
pective tenants; equity commitments from other sources, if any;
The nature of this development is such that interested developers
should put forward the strongest possible statement of financial
qualifications.
7. Additional information.
B. Review of Letters
The director will acknowledge such letter on behalf of the Authority
and will have a staff evaluation made as follows:
1. Financial - The information submitted will be analyzed to determine
if: (1) the proposal is financially feasible and (2) the developer
is financially responsible and has the resources necessary to carry
out the project.
2. Design Proposal - The architectural material will be judged on the
basis of the excellence and appropriateness of the design concept and
the extent to which it meets the design objectives as stated in this
offering.
3. Qualifications - The developer will be considered qualified if he
has the legal authority, adequate staff resources, and prior experi-
ence in the undertaking of projects of comparable magnitude or com-
plexity.
4. Uses - The uses of the parcel will be analyzed in order to determine
if they conform with the objectives outlined herein and are in the
best interest of the Downtown Waterfront-Faneuil Hall Urban Renewal
Project.
C. Selection of Developer
It is contemplated that the Authority will, based upon the Letters of
Interest and materials submitted thereunder, tentatively designate one of
the interested parties as the developer, and will invite such developer
to submit additional materials as follows:
1. Letter of Intent in substantially the form shown hereinbelow in
Section G.
2. Good faith deposit in the amount of $10,000.
3. Financial program for the development.
Equity sources must be described with binding pledges to the under-
taking.
Where the developer consists of an unincorporated association, joint
venture, etc., an executed agreement of association setting forth in
detail the respective responsibilities and liabilities of the parties
must be submitted.
The financial program will be acceptable if it clearly supports a
finding that the developer has the present resources necessary to
carry out the project, and has committed such resources to the pro-
ject.
4. Developed Design Proposal consisting of site plans, elevations, sec-
tion, renderings and other materials as specified by the Authority.
Upon its acceptance of a proposal, the Authority will cause publica-
tion of notice to be made as required by HUD regulations, and will
execute the Letter of Intent.
D. Inquiries
Inquiries from prospective developers are welcome. Answers to particu-
lar inquiries will be made available in written form to all prospective
developers.
E. Access to Buildings (No longer applicable)
FI uiq
G. LETTER OF INTENT TO PROCEED
Downtown Waterfront-Faneuil Hall Urban Renewal Project
Subject: Parcel B-3, Sargents Wharf
Gentlemen:
(hereinafter called the "Rede-
delopers" hereby submit this Letter of Intent in connection with their pro-
posal to develop Parcel B-3
If selected by the Boston Redevelopment Authority as developer for this
parcel, the Redevelopers hereby agree to accomplish the following:
1. We agree to build and/or rehabilitate approximately
of square feet gross floor area substantially in accordance
with the Design Proposal for said parcel prepared by
dated and attached hereto as Exhibit B. We will utilize
as our Architect.
2. We agree to pay a price of per square foot
for the approximately square feet contained in the aforesaid
Parcel, which price is subject to the concurrence of HUD.
3. Upon acceptance by the Authority of this Letter of Intent, we shall
proceed immediately to the preparation of architectural drawings. Within
90 days after acceptance of this Letter of Intent by the Authority, we
shall submit to the Authority final preliminary plans and outline specifi-
cations prepared by the architect and in conformity with the Urban Renewal
Plan and the previously approved Design Proposal. If no grounds for
disapproval are delivered to us within 30 days after submission or any re-
submission as herein provided, such plans and specificiations shall be
-deemed approved. In the event of a disapproval, we shall, within 30 days
after receiving notice of such disapproval, resubmit the final preliminary
plans and outline specifications altered to meet the grounds of disapproval.
We shall submit plans and specifications which meet the requirements of this
paragraph and the approval of the Authority within five months after accep-
tance of the Letter of Intent by the Authority.
4. We intend to adhere to the following schedule:
Time Periods
As above - Submission of final preliminary plans and outline
specifications
30 days - Execution of Land Disposition Agreement, assuming
BRA approval of final preliminary plans
6 months - Submission of final working drawings and specifica-
tions
30 days - Accept conveyance of Parcel B-3 assuming BRA appro-
val of final working drawings and specifications
30 days - Commence construction
5. Upon acceptance by-you of this Letter of Intent, we will promptly deliver
to you a good faith deposit in the amount of $10,000.
6. We agree to execute a Land Disposition Agreement substantially in the
form of agreement prescribed by the Authority.
7. We will cooperate with the staff of the Authority with respect to the
architectural elements of the buildings to be constructed, in order that the
development may conform fully to the objectives of the Authority as set forth
in the Parcel B-3 Developer's Kit. We understand that the Authority has an
interest in seeing that the building to be constructed is of attractive
appearance and sturdy quality, and that our submission of drawings and speci-
fications will be reviewed by the Authority for design values and quality
of construction.
If the foregoing meets with your approval, please indicate below and return
an executed copy to us, whereupon this Letter shall constitute our selection
as developer of Parcel B-3 in accordance with the conditions set forth above.
Very truly yours,
By
Date
- Accepted:
Boston Redevelopment Authority
By
Director
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Hanover & Clark Street
The following Sanborn map illustrates the physical realities of the
North Ends' views to the harbor. Although the area of concern is small the
issue of the Clark Street view corridor is of great importance to the urban
experience of the North End and will effect both the North End residents as
well as Hanover Streets' many tourists. Working with the knowledge that
building anything on Sargents Wharf affects the Clark Street view corridor
it becomes a major force in shaping the projects form.
One afternoon while explaining the Clark Street view corridor issue to
my sister, four people people walking North along Hanover street approached
the corner and as they crossed Clark one woman glanced to her right and
exclaimed. "There's the Water!"
That was confirmation enough of the importance of the Clark Street
corner. Hanover Street is the main artery of the North End. Although
still severed as a direct link to the Haymarket and Fanueil Hall,Hanover
Street is the residents' promenade, the Bostonians' quick access to the
Italian neighborhood and the tourists spring board; testing the environs
before diving into the many narrow side streets to explore what is truly
the richness of the North End.
An urban scale analysis of Hanover Street shows a bend in the street
wo I
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at the third last northern block which closes the street to an axial view
of the Harbor. Taking inventory of each cross street that intersects Han-
over and moves to the East shows that every street except Clark Street is
already closed off to the water. That leaves the brief seconds at Clark
Street to do the job of orienting a major segment of the North Ends' ex-
perience back to the harbor front.
Clark Street has other landmarks in its sphere. The Paul Revere Mall
which moves west through an entire width of a block opens St. Stephens
Church on Clarks' North Eastern corner with the famous old North Church.
The mall, church, open space although artificial in its directional growth
in relation to Hanover Street it does provide a larger space hierarchy for
the North End. The Clark Street view corridors job is to link this mall
to the sea.
The reality of the view then moves to the scale of approximately 6
paces while crossing Clark Street. Walking north along Hanover's Eastern
sidewalk the South-Eastern corner will continue to maintain the view to the
harbor. Assuming something will be built above ground on Sargents Wharf be-
cause of the water table restrictions the North-Eastern corners view will be
closed off. The issue then becomes: When building on Sargent's Wharf,
where along those brief six steps will the building intrude and close off
Hanover Street's only connection to the water.
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Patterns of Association
The previous sections illustrated the written-formal constraints and
some of the experiential contexts of the site. This section is a record of
some of the qualities I felt the built artifact should eventually contain.
While talking with Edrick Van Beuzekom in January I mentioned that Jack
Myer was my thesis advisor and he showed me Jack's first draft manuscript of
a book called Patterns of Association, Connections between the inner and
outer landscape, by John Myer, Margaret Myer, Cambridge, September 1978.
The book is a very successful exploration or "workbook" into the outer
forces or inputs which set up the inner-reverberations which lead to the
poetic separation which I defined in the introduction to the thesis. Jack
and Margaret Myer write in their introduction:
Not only does there exist some objective measurable condition without,
but there is also our investment of that with its meaning for us from
within. The grounding for that investment process is beneath the
clearly conscious; largely hidden, its intentions do much to shape this
mental environment, this landscape which is wonderful, fearful, dull.
It is potent because it is with respect to this world, our invested
associations, that we base our actions, take our position.
This thesis' broader scope is to examine the teams' actions and posi-
tions and it is the readers' scope to draw ones own conclusions to the com-
plex behavioral, environmental, cultural patterns that fuse to make up each
Sargents wharf condominiums
team members' and the overall teams' personality. My position as the writer
and spokesman of this thesis is to open the door, to allow "visitation" and
to lay open to inspection, my associations, which lead to my actions and
positions.
Finding the book to be an excellent dompliment to Bachelard's book
Poetics of Space which I refer to in Phase II, I eagerly read and studied
the books prose and verse. Much of the text relates ones inner psycho ana-
lytic associations to various specifically selected landscapes. Within
these patterns I extracted seven quotes which I felt referred to valuable
qualities in themselves or related to contextural issues that should be in-
tegrated into the project. The quotes that I used as prompts for each
study is presented with the sketch.
The sketches illustrate my own formal associations or goals for the
site and project. These sketches were done early in the project and were
used in the early stages as a measuring device to test the qualities that
were undergoing change.
Fring 8 4
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To find a built environment which has been generated
incrementally and periodically, as needed, through
deploying the locally made piece of dimension lumber,
gives one the understanding of how it got generated,
and even the sense of being able to have generated
it oneself or with a small group of others.
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There is no eye contact between us and the build-
ings; there are no faces, no underlying physiog-
nomies. Instead mirrors. The mirrors of John
Hancock do not permit us to see in, but like
shades or sunglasses we cannot see or have a
sense of relation with the inner person of the
wearer, but rather see only ourselves. The only
person we know in this environment. There is no
sense of dialogue between us and the things we are
among. Nor are there places where we might know
poeple, no cafes, shoe-repairman, tailor, or
place where you might find a smile, a nod. We
are not known.
This quote written in the negative concerning the John Hancock tower
speaks of potentially positive qualities and programmatic mixes that if in-
grated into the teams' goals for the project would significantly add to the
urban environment of the wharves. These sociological goals for the deter-
ministic potential of architecture are important goals to share as a team
throughout a projects organization. The daily managers in a cafe, and
owners of a shop to the leasing agents to the architect detailing balconies
or store fronts all must participate in the "dialogue between us". This
concept carried further was mentioned by Louis Sullivan in his book
Kindergarden Chats, when he spoke of the ability to see the architects in
the spirit of the building.
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... there exist a positive associative
tie between part and context, a build-
ing and its context, or a part of a
building and the building.
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An environment, then, where there is a positive
association between the part and its context
can be deeply reinforcing because it evokes in
its inhabitant forms of being, knowing and ac-
tivity which touch on our deep needs and wishes
to have strong ties to others, to be able to
give and to nurture, to be part of something
larger than ourselves.
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Sketch Model
Di scussion
The existing site as seen looking East
from the North End towards the Harbor.
From Left to Right (North to South)
are Union Wharf, the law office and
the recently built town houses; the
open B.R.A. Parking lot; the SARGENTS
WHARF Site; the existing Pilot House;
Lewis Wharf and boat clubs; and the
Prince building Apartments
105I
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In preparation for the first meet-
ing with Barry & Michael I sketched
various alternatives and settled on
two major typological solutions with
many variation possibilities designed
into the second scheme. For the pre-
sentation I prepared site photographs,
site plans, dimensional diagrams, view
corridor diagrams, the first three
patterns of Association Sketches, a
drafted section showing Scheme #1 and
its relationship to the Pilot house
parking addition, and 5 pages copied
for Barry & Michael of estimated gross
square footage, parking, and possible
gross income estimates predicted for
each scheme.
Yet with all of this information-
al input I still needed some way to
generate a participatory dialogue con-
cerning format options with my two
clients and later with Jack. The
sargents wharf condominiums
most effective medium selected was a
very informal sketch model that would
encourage manipulation. The pieces
were built so they could move, slide,
shift, on both the site, simply a
print of the site and in relation to
each other. It was collapsable so I
could carry it to meetings and store
it simply in a box. The following
section documents the variations dis-
cussed in the meetings with Barry &
Michael on January 31st and with Jack
on February 10th.
Scheme #2 (showing moveable pieces)
The Pilot House
(Left to Right - Scheme #1 Garage/Retail
Extension; #2 Housing mass; Existing)
Scheme #1
The Tower
s 4 argents w h arf cond.ominiuns
Proposed Scheme #1, 182,000 Sq.Ft.
Bldg. 140 units; Pilot House Parking/
Office addition
Barry - Before we start talking about
the schemes we've got to establish
what happens on the site - we've spent
some time analyzing the zoning permit
constraints, we've got neighborhood
dynamics policy, political constraints,
sewers down Eas tern Ave., local
usages market, uninterrupted views of
the harbor, ground floor retail -
About four or five things which any
scheme in your judgement should be
evaluated. Based on your research and
feelings... This is interesting, what
we ve learned we now have a desire -
matrix. Let's start with the scheme
that doesn't work so well.
MichaeZ - Scheme #Z
Ken - Scheme #Z - It actually has some
interesting things to it. The people
living directly across Commercial
Street from the site will never be
satisfied. You build here and the
The connection from Hanover Street to
the Sea - The view down Clark Street.
"It's a very tough constraint"
s p r ing 8 4
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North Enders are not going to be
happy. So reacting to these con-
straining factors from the neighbor-
hood I wanted as little massing as I
could up high. That is what initial-
Zy intrigued me about the skip stop
section for this site hecaue it will
give you a building only 45 feet
wide instead of 66 to 80 feet wide
for a double loaded corridor typo-
Zogy. (See the skip stop chapter.)
Michael - That's a strange looking
bui Zding. What is that - a poured
in place concrete building with
brick facades.
Ken - Yea. That's one of the things
the BRA wants is a massonry building.
MichaeZ - Well, it's interesting
actually, Z32 parking spaces actually
not too bad - interesting, ZO story
concrete frame.
Ken - Skip stop
S ~~~ p t i n g 8 -I
Michael - Brick end facade actually
that's interesting. The guy owns
both edges of the building. The top
of the building is a mansard roof.
Barry - Warehouse roof forms
MichaeZ - The step back is it corbel-
ing - such a small dimension.
Ken - No it's actually long terrac-
ing balconies.
Michael - So it actually could be in-
credible - so it could be runs of
foiZage like the hanging gardens of
Baby lon.
Barry - It could be quite nice.
MichaeZ - I take it back - I didn't
appreciate it at first. Although the
site plan isn't working out, that
could be a very beautiful building
and it also is a good developers'
building in the sense that it is re-
gular. It makes sense to build, but
could be quite spectacular.
s p rijng 8 4
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Pilot House Elevator Parking Garage
Scheme #1 Second Garage Scheme
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MichaeZ - does it make sense to Zook
at Scheme #2.
Barry - Let's not do that yet. Let's
evaluate Scheme #Z now. - There is a
certain rhythm to the wharves here.
They don't actually Zine up. But it's
almost like they are beginning to faZZ
away.
Michael - There is a staccato Pr
Barry - Scheme #Z doesn't quite fit
in with that.
Michael - You know why is because
you're seeing it from an airplane view.
Barry - If you're standing in the
space between the pilot house and
the building, the walls are not paral-
Zel, why aren't they. They're falling
away.
Michael - It's a fan shape
Barry - If you move the building more
parallel does it make it better.
(Shifts the building) or is it the Af
spring 84
oposed angled siting of Scheme #1
ening the view down Clark and in-
easing the sun in the park.
ter Barry's siting shift.
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massing of the building.
Michael - You could line up the first
floor and then pull the building back
and change the angle as you move up.
And it also makes the building more
interesting - but this doesn't have
a lot to do with this scheme.
Barry - The forms don't step down
onto the retail area. No continuity
and the scheme doesn't meet the
community standards because there's
no elderly.
NichaeZ - The north wall is so brutal,
so hostiZe, when you move along it,
could you imagine walking against
that. The older wharves aren't so
bad because the large granite blocks
b3rring the scale down but could you
imagine this waZZ with today's
brick...
gents wharf condominiu ms
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Schemes 2,3a,3b
The text for the following sec-
tion concerning schemes #2, #3a, #3b
will be generated from a taped conver-
sation with Jack on February 10th and
from the reconstructed conversation
from the remainder of the meeting with
Barry & Michael from January 31st.
I will take a minute here to ex-
plain the taping process and add a
note of warning: I found taping my
thesis meetings and later transcribing
them to be an invaluable process for
two reasons. The first is for pre-
serving timeless words of wisdom
and intonation that so easily get lost
in notes and secondly, it is a way to
critique yourself in a semi-profession-
al situation.
The early conversations were tap-
ed on a borrowed recorder and the first
taping of a meeting with Jack Myer
failed early into the conversation
00 spring 84
because the batteries were dying
slowly. The recording of the January
31st meeting with Barry and Michael
went fine except I used a 60 minute
tape and the discussion of Scheme
#2 and #3 went on for almost another
forty-five minutes. Possibly the
most disappointing taping blunder
happened with the meeting on April
6th. Michael stepped out to look
for Barry. I stopped the machine
and on restarting the recorder I
accidentally hit the radio switch,
the result, seventy minutes of
WCOZ music.
-U'-
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Proposed Pilot House: Section 8 Elderly
Housing 50,325 sq. ft. 62 units;
17,360 sq. ft. Retail, office 1st &
2nd floor.
Proposed Scheme #2: 91,300 sq. ft.
Bldg. 72 units;21,840 sq. ft Retail,
Office space; 189 parking spaces
Jack - How do you make a scheme work
with above grade parking.
Ken - I like the Scheme #2 concept -
the massing allows for leaving a bay
or two out which Barry & MichaeZ
liked a lot. The ability of using
the upper garage surface as terrace,
the wrapping of RetaiZ/Office zones
along the garage edge...
Because of the 62 foot width Zimita-
tion on the Pilot house addition it
would be used as Elderly Housing. So
you could satisfy some of the commun-
ity needs and wants about the deve-
Zopment and you could then get some
kind of Section 8 or UDAGs as subsidy
for this part of the project - also
having the population there would
help the retail and restaurants link
themselves to the North End. They
wouldn't have to be high class like wh-
at 'is now existing along the wharves.
s p r ing a4
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Meeting on Feb. ZO, 1984
Jack - A question with respect to the
acknowledgeably large 'wharf bui iding
pieces. You could take this envelope
as a territory to occupy and find it
useful to move off the linear spine
and have a good walk to cut through
i t.
Ken - Michael was also working for
some king of geometry change.
Jack - I think you could make an ar-
gument for that. And you might want
to do something before the thing gets
too big - too long - even so - a test
would be even too smalZ; a test is -
can it live with these guys (Lewis
and Union Wharf)? and too big wi ZZ
be I feel diminished by its size or
unnecessarily confined by its geome-
try so I can't do what I want? It is
one thing for a warehouse to be built
and rennovate it and another
generating a new warehouse with
another kind of intention to it...
It doesn't have to change very much
to do a tot. There is a bit of this
geometry SHIFT on Commercial, Lewis,
and Union wharves that you might want
to patq attention to.
s p r ing 8 4
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January 31, '84
Barry and Michael recognizing the
independent nature of the residential
units and the models features of allow-
ing the residential party wall clusters
to move in relation to the linear box
of the Parking Garage,began experiment-
ing with the geometry and placement of
the clusters. Michael began shifting
the form across the parking garage and
they both quickly expanded the residen-
tial run out into the water. Eventual-
ly the concensus amongst the three of
us was to move the residential clusters
right out to the pierhead limit. This
maximized the harbor views and allowed
the retail/restaurant to inhabit the
structure allowing better integration
than the intermediate stage shown (on
the opposite page.
spring 84
Sliding the Residential Massing out
over the water
Creating an angle change at the
waters edge. (An intermediate stage
shown)
-I7
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Gradual massing reduction maintaining
density on the harbor end.
Integration of Barry and Michael's Jack's southern shift and expansion
Scheme #2 massing proposal with the of the Pilot house and Tower Street
Tower variation edges
s pri ng 8 4 c
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Jack - I think I'd argue a sZightly
different position if the tower got
more of its frontage on the street.
Then all of a sudden the tower makes
Eastern Avenue a more private place
defined from the street... In this
world of these strong finger wharves.
It makes Commercial Street not an
easy street to move along as a pedes-
trian. It's okay for driving scale
but you don't get much support on the
way... one wonders if one takes the
new slots along the Commercial Street
edge that are important, as urban
design terms and preserves those -
then one wonders if there's a mass
condition that would leave portals
for views and movement that would
support being on this edge. The
Prince Building Apartments street
edge is very poor - you have a gas
station, you have a dimension from
Union Wharf past Prince Apartments
where there is no support and there
is only a brief end at Union Wharf.
And Commercial/Atlantic Street is a
big street. It's a problem of How
to live with it... You miqht be
able to yield with microclimate
issues and deal with scale. You could
imagine a boulevard of trees with
balards and seats picking up things
that are more your size and not just
moving along this edge which was
generated by large ships and large
warehouses.
s p r ing 8sa
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The proposed tower variation based on
Scheme #2s' theme.
sargents wharf condominiums
Meeting Feb. ZO, '84
Ken - The studies that generated the
tower location was based on what was
blocking views - There is the BRA
height Zimit of 100' but they also say
"to the maximum height of what is
around it." So I made the tower to
the height of the Prince Building
Apartments.
Jack - I Zike the tower height along
the street. It's a good height...
It also makes the street more contin-
uous - it's a real plus...I like
moving inside of the tower and outside
of Prince Apartments. A kind of
spread out gta.
A tapering down to the water
4%
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Michael and I were playing with
the orientation, the fine tuning of
the base, the organization of the cir-
culation of Scheme #3a, when Barry
simply said "Let's put the tower out
here." And moved the tower right out
to the pier line. The structure
plunging into the harbor. "Incredi-
ble. That is it, dynamic, exciting,
Barry and Michael's tower shift out maximizes the harbor end views."
to the pierhead line
.Michael gave the tower a slight geo-
metry shift. There was no denying it,
there are political and urban design
problems with it but in terms of pure
form and experiential qualities this
scheme was the most exciting. As
Michael said, "It's a beacon, a light
house towards the harbor."
Spectacular views trom tne tower; to
the east the harbor, and looking
west, the city. Incredible, dynamic.
powerful.
S"irnts wharf condominiun
Meeting, February ZO, '84
Ken - Then the biggest and most inte-
resting form issue that has been gene-
rated by the developers point of view
is that they moved .the tower out to
the pierhead line. So then the issue
is that it's dynamic, exciting - you
could build it in the water and it
doesn't do the things on the street
but it doesn't completely block the
view of the people across Commercial
Street like Scheme 3a does. But you
get into the issue of what is block-
ing views. You can see around it,
but you got into the psychological
aspect - you have a tower that wealthy
people are living in out there that
you're looking at all the time.
Jack - AZZ these things are true. Rea-
sonable people could come down either
way.
Ken - Dangerous politically
spring 84
Jack - would you then - it might
not be unreasonable to expect that
the future out at the pierhead would
be for additional towers
Ken - It would start happening
pretty quickZy...
-U7
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Site Perspectives
Schemes 1,2,3a,3b
After the meeting with Jack on February 10, 1984, I felt it was time to eva-
luate the dynamics of the team process and its influences on the emerging form of
the project.
From my Log 2/10/84:
The debate then will be, assuming the tower is the most interesting, both
formally and developmentally; where is its location? How do you decide and
who decides where it goes? The developer, the owner, the driver, controller
of the project likes the tower on the dynamic, spectacular, water location.
The major problem is being responsible for a major Gold Coast boom along the
pier headline - AND THAT WOULD BE DISASTROUS!
Jack the senior partner, and urban planner, likes the large built up
edge along Commercial Street with shifted massing for both buildings, Sargents
and Pilots, creating better privacies for the piers yet causing view problems.
The shifts must be handled very carefully and the Pilot House shift is against
the B.R.A. code concerning the property line setbacks for the Pilot House.
Finally what is the winnable solution to the B.R.A. selection scheme. -
Tax Benefits - formal or programmatic community oriented solutions, parking,
team members experience and political games or how important is the continuous
height scheme #2 which is derived from the maximum height per B.R.A. guide-
lines.
An important decision had to be made as to what the next step would be to best
describe the many form variations proposed by Barry, Michael, & Jack from the
12-'
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previous meetings. What was the best medium for instigating a more informed dia-
logue concerning the contextual. (formal, political, experiential) implications of
the variations. There were many conflicting factors and some exciting possibili-
ties.
Thinking about the techniques I should use,some of the large scale urban
development projects or even some of the development presentations I've worked
on in offices came to mind. They used photographs, typically aerial, of the site
and then infilled them with images of the proposed project. I felt by taking a
series of site photographs from key locations I could illustrate the critical nature
of the specific view and the impact the proposed project would have on the qualities
of the territory shown. Secondly, the series of images would provide a medium
for comparative evaluations of the scheme variations.
Sunday February 12 dawned sunny and clear. A perfect day for taking site
photos. My first stop was 60 State Street, the red granite office building near
Faneuil Hall. I hoped I could get into the restaurant at the top of the building
but the lone guard in the lobby said there was no one in the restaurant but he would
take me up himself. He could not find a key that would get us into the restaurant,
so we went up to the private penthouse offices in a narrow top section of the
building above the restaurant. We went to the top floor ( the 40th story) and he
allowed me to photograph from the fu-ll height windows in the conference rooms. The
first two images of the series are taken from these windows. The first is taken
with a 35 mm lens, the second is taken with a 135 mm lens.
I spent the remainder of the day photographing the following views, exploring
the harbor front, talking to the seals at the Aquarium, walking through Prince
Apartments, the North End, and Fanueil Hall. (see "Sunday at the Waterfront").
I picked up the film two days later and color xeroxed the chosen seven views. I
then xeroxed the color xeroxes many times each and spent the next five days sketch-
my proposals into the site. The decisions about the building progressed as I sketch-
ed and the issues became much clearer. The following section examines these images
for Schemes #1, #2, #3a, and #3b. 1271
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The aerial photograph is keyed to the locations where the images of the site
were photographed from:
1. 60 State Street Office window (40 stories up) 35 mm lens.
2. 60 State Street same window 135 mm lens.
3. In Columbus Park just outside the Marriott Hotel's walk through.
4. On the playground hill of Columbus Park.
5. Commercial Street, one block up from the Harbor.
6. View down to the Harbor from Clark Street, just west of North Street.
7. Looking south along Commercial Street and Atlantic Avenue across from the
Union Wharf building.
s p r i n g 8 4
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- Site view from top floor of 60 State Street. 35 mm lens. East Boston and Logan
International Airport in the background. Columbus Park and Marriott Long Wharf just
off the picture to the right; Faneuil Hall and new construction in the foreground;
left, edge entrance to the Callahan Tunnel. The site is marked with Zip-strip.
- - d
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Ken -- Scheme iZ takes on the direct form of the warehouses and actually sits in the
site very niceZy. It's a very weZZ behaved scheme in the context. I'm surprised
I like it, because it is so simple. The Zong runs of terraced baZconies aZZow in-
dividual intervention which personalizes the unit dimension of the south facade.
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Scheme #2 extended out to the pierhead line. All forms are within the B.R.A. spe-
cified 100 foot maximum height limit.
con dorn iiur ns) s s p r i n g
Scheme #3a - The street edge tower proposal reinforcing the Commercial Street edge.
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Scheme #3b - Barry & Michael's dynamic tower shift. The tower's structure
growing up out of the water.
I~ \Jor
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- View from top floor at 60 State Street. 135 mm lens. From left to right:
Lincoln Wharf coal bunker; Union Wharf and new speculative mixed use town houses;
THE SARGENTS WHARF SITE: the Prince Building Apartments, Lewis Wharf is tucked
in behind the Prince Apartments.
IK I
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Barry - This Scheme #Z is like the warehouse buildings, brutually block like to the
extent that they're becoming like the Great Wall of China. It's a magnificient
edifice but you wouldn't want to Zive in it or next to it.
Jack - It's not bad to have one in your neighborhood but you wouldn't want to have
it for yourseZf.
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Scheme #2 - This image becomes the basis for much of the projects future develop-
ment. Seen here is the predominantly linear warehouse form, which is driven by the
200 space parking garage beneath. The form is then eroded into verticle clusters
accented by special space "celebrations" such as large dormers gables, and nonbuilt
bays.
-El
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Scheme #3a The initial Commercial Street tower proposal. A variation on the theme
of Scheme #2.
Sargents wharf c ond o mini ums spring
Scheme #3b - The Harbor front tower shift. Barry and Michael's porposal at the
Feb. 10 meeting - (see the Tower discussion at the end of this section.
OW * '
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- From Columbus Park, at the public walk through of the Marriott Long Wharf Hotel;-
Right side (background to foreground). The Commercial- Street edges of Lincoln,
Union, Lewis and Commercial Wharves; the left side of the street, Prince Building
apartments.
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Following the direct usage of the warehouse form reference,Scheme #1 takes a
mansard/warehouse roof form.
-El
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The beginnings of a transformation. The Gables roof forms appear from the in-
fluence of Richardson and the Custom House on Long Wharf. A reference Michael also
mentioned.
L
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The Street Edge Tower of Scheme 3a, Large northern balconies diffuse the outside
edge and provide viewing places for views across the North End and of the silhou-
ette of the city's skyline at sunset.
A3
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With the tower on the Harbor side, the street edge retains the continuity of
scale with the infill of a Scheme #2.
M MCMRO-w-
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- At the bend in Atlantic Avenue, taken from the playground hill in Columbus Park.
Broad views of the renovated Union Wharf. (Note. roofs, penthouses, balconies).
Foreground right, Lewis Wharf.
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Scheme #1. Repetition of the use-forms of the Union Wharf roofs. Retail/office
space is on the first two floors. The Pilot House Garage with its 30 feet of retail
office street frontage is brought out to the street.
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Scheme #2. An early version of the gabled roof transformation interacts with the
form of the Pilot Houses' end wall. The rooflines visually anchor the street front
space and direct people into the site. The Pilot House Senior Citizen's home is
pulled slightly off the street edge to create a cafe space and to allow views of
the Sargents Wharf retail edge.
14'7 L
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Scheme #3a - A visually overexuberant version of exnressing and inhabiting the
towers structure. The elevator core and structural legs define the entrance into
Eastern Ave. and the retail edge. Arches, three story columns, and masonry
create a dynamic entrance gateway.
Scheme #3b - The tower out in the water returns the street edge to Scheme #2.
Ken - I'd like to get your opinions on a small image issue. My first pass at Scheme
#2 used gabled groupings (see Scheme #2 this view) and now I've moved toward small-
er dormer, gabled boys with a North End quality corner turret. I'm interested in
your opinions. orie I
Jack - There is another scheme with a tower on the end.
Ken - That's the next ster
Jack - I was just jumping.
- No opinions given -
'U
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- Commercial Street View. The view corridor from Faneuil Hall, a 5 minute walk
from the site in the opposite direction. The photo was taken in the street oppo-
site the Prince Apartment Buildings' garage. The existing Union Wharf blocks the
view corridor from the water.
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Ken - Then this is an interesting view;. from Faneui Z HalZ down underneath the
expressway bridge, down Commercial Street - directly into the .ite. This corner of
Sargents Wharf then is a receptiaaZ for this entire Commercial Street view. A very
real key in terms of urban scale signage and making the retail work.
Michael - It's a long view
Ken - It's a long view and its already blocked by Union Wharf so you're not blocking
a water view. It's a beneficial view constraint.
h~4 151
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Scheme-#2 - The views powerful signage potential is shown here. The view is direct-
ly on the main entrance space into the retail edge of Eastern Avenue and Sargents
Wharf. The Pilot House end is not visible because it is blocked by the office
buildings. The offices are beneficial for framing the major view.
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Scheme #3a - The view corridors benefit to the retail aspect of the project com-
pounds the awesome responsibility of a quality tower design for the Commercial
Street Tower.
Jack - I like the tower at the end of Commercial although it may not be Commercial's
role.
V I I *VIM
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Scheme #3b with the tower on the water's edge removes itself from both the positive
and negative aspects of the Commercial Street view corridor. There was even talk
of having towers on both ends.
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- The corner of Clark and North Street - the politically sensitive view corridor
from Hanover Street, the visual link to the water.
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The next series illustrates the many issues involved in the set back dimensions of
the building in relation to its northern harbor edge. To maintain any harbor view
at all the building is moved to the extreme south side of the site up against East-
ern Avenue. This allows for some sun to penetrate into the north side of the site
which will be developed into a North End Park. No landscaping is shown.
s
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Scheme #2 - This version illustrates the importance of having smaller scale usages
along the north edge as seen in Scheme #1 (opposite page). Four levels of parking
garage must be dealt with sensitively. The end clusters are supported on legs
which allows for views to the water but must be integrated into their supported
clusters and terraces.
\11
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Scheme #3a - The tower is just to the right of the view. What is shown is the max-
imum run of the Scheme #2 massing as it reaches for the pierhead line. Because of
the geometries of the site the further out the massing extends the more it pinches
the Clark Street view corridor. Also the issues of a connection from the terrace
level to the ground while still providing security for the terrace is addressed but
in no way is solved with the caged tube stairs.
0.0
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Scheme #3b - The tower at the harbor end of the site does not block additional
water views except for some thicker structure. It is the psychological presence
of the mass. The tower fills the sky and a tower full of wealthy condominium owners
constantly in the public's view while looking out to the harbor becomes a major
community issue.
U1 1591
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- Looking south along Commercial Street/Atlantic Avenue, Union Wharf is on the
left. The broad view of Lewis Wharf is in the opening of Sargents Wharf. I.M.
Pei's Harbor Towers and the Marriott Long Wharf Hotel close off the view.
Sargeits wharf condominiums s p r i n g
Scheme #1
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The Great
Tower Debate
Barry & Michael's move of the tower to the pier head line on January 31st has
been documented at this point. What will be presented in this section is the dis-
cussion concerning this major move.
Jack - Would you then, it might not be unreasonable to expect, that the future out
at the pierhead would be for additional towers.
Ken - It would start happening pretty quickly.
Jack - Yeah-I mean- If it's a-reasonable thing to do here then you might be able to
make that same argument for Lewis and Union Wharves.
Ken - The answer to that is that one is an okay thing to happen but starting another
layer oj Gold Coast which would happen on Union - isn't so exciting.
Jack - I think -it's not such a good urban form. The better one is along the street.
That's my reaction, yours might be different.
From my log 2/12/84
This then is the moral disagreement that although I had not specifically
planned for when setting up the arrangement of the thesis - this type of issue
was what I expected to occur. It will be very interesting to debate this issue
on Thursday. Hypothetically if the developer was adament about the water
tower scheme would you - or would I continue to work on the commission - who
has control - what arguments or how much architectural control in Barry &
Michael's opinion would it take to pull the building back to the street.
Would Jack abandon the job at Arrowstreet? What would he have done in 1960 as
a starting architect, and now?
-I1-
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From the Meeting with Barry, Michael & Jack 2-22-84
Michael - Formally would it be problematic to have the tower fatter
Jack - I find when I look up the slip between Lewis and Commercial Wharf I find I
like very much that short tower there. It's kind of a terrific ending.
ichael - It steps the run of the wharf
Jack - Yeah - as I see this tower at the street end of the project to be very
simi lar.
Michael - It's almost as a reciprical
Jack - There's something going for it
Michael - Do you think it's on the wrong side of the run.
Jack - You could make a case for either end.
Ken - That gets us to the major point.
Jack - What do you think?
Michael - I would tend to put the tower at the other end both for program reasons
and formaZ reasons. It's the- whoZe notion of the Beacon looking out over the sea.
Jack - Would you do it at both ends.
Barry - That's what I was just thinking.
s p r i n g 8 4
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Mchael - That's a very interesting idea, you get the whole sense of the Prince
building at both ends stopping the run.
Barrzy - The ends have to be different because ...
Jack - You can make one case Zike the Maine Zedges. They start high and then move
dawn, then there's one that goes out and moves up. Then there is a kind that
"Nub Zes" at the end.
I 67L
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The initially proposed Commercial Street tower. The massing is kept narrow to
lessen the dominance on the North Ends views. Its base is in line with the parking
office structural line to keep the views of the retail edge open to the beneficial
urban scale signage down the view corridors of Commercial Street and Atlantic
Avenue.
08 N"q
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Jack - I think I'd arcue a slightly different position. As if the tower got more
of its frontage on the street. Then aZZ of a sudden it makes this place along
Eastern Avenue more private from the street, makes the street more supportive... and
the tower relates to the void instead of the solid.
The issues are: Is making the street more private, beneficial or harmful to the
retail of the waters edge? Does the spacial intrigue of the large columns acting
as a gateway compensate for the loss of direct visual contact with the retail edge.
11hk --- it 0
wp-\~q Ken - But going back to the initial problem of siting the tower. If you did put thebuilding at the pierhead line, so would all the other guys and that's what is illus-
trated in these next drawings.
Michael - But you're the last guy to develop.
Jack - No, that's not true - you've got the end of Commercial to be developed at the
end of Lewis
Ken - which they 're tearing down right now - and th4ese guys on Union- get torn
-V:
down in a few seconds and another tower gets built and Lincoln gets built
because that's in the planning stages right now.
Barry - Suppose you do the nub like Jack was talking - something that actually
works with the inland context by picking up Prince. It doesn't seem out of scale
but there's a program issue that says how do you begin and end something that
has views on all sides without basic organization of a through unit townhouse that
you have to come to on the end that's maybe a little higher.
-E --
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Jack - That's a good -idea, a minor
to us...
sargents wharf
Michael - What is wrong with atl towers?
Jack - Maybe that's alright.
Michael - Yeah.
c on dom in i u iS
tower so these other wharves can't do that
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Barryq - I don't think so - because what it does is closes off the North End and
doing exactly what the B.R.A. didn't want to happen. We're not going to create
this wall that separates the waterfront. One tower along the street but you see
all those towers along the pierhead line and that's different.
Jack - I share that we're in a funny position in that we're acting as the generators-
vuII
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of the wharf as well as the individual doeller.
Ken - I would like to clarify the towers schemes.In terms of exploration would you
like to see the tower further pushed.
Jack - I think the towers kind a good.
Ken - Okay. So is that argument with the towers at the end that I presented strong
enough? Is this a convincing argument? These are the towers that would be built.
Jack - It convinces me. I think it's an interesting way to show it.
Ken - Okay. Jack, you as an architect, if that was really what was happening
would you continue with the project. How would you react.
Jack - I probably would be pushed by my developer and keep my draftsmen busy.
Ken - 20 years ago when you were starting out would you drop it?
Jack - Only when I was very old and getting ready to quit.
Barry - What you're saying - you might make it a client decision.
Ken - It's such a dynamic thing out there by itself.
Jack - What you're showing are buildings higher than the Prince Apartment building.
Barry - They're awful.
Ken - I figured if you were allowed to do one the next would be even worse.
- Suppose the Prince Apartment Building was the maximum height and then
we looked at that. I think I'd still not like it.
Form Variations at the
End of Phase I
It was decided at the conclusion of the meeting on February 22, 1984,
that Scheme #2 with the #3a tower variation were the schemes to develop
further. The major problems with Scheme #1 were that the Pilot houses'
width of 63 feet was just too narrow for a feasible parking garage and that
the condominiums' form was too direct a copy of the warehouses'. The
tower debate was non-verbally settled after the previously documented dis-
cussion and #3b was never discussed again.
As a documentation technique and as a reminder for discussion I made a
four foot long list of form variations which included whose recommendations
they were. The list was compiled after the 2/10 meeting with Jack and was
pinned up at the full team meeting on 2/22. The list becomes a valuable
record for the thesis topics stated goals of examining the team members
varied points of view. The individuals' approaches to architecture were
never conflicting in terms of the implications to the quality of the pro-
ject. In fact, the projects' team had very productive, low pressure (pro-
bably because actual budgets were not at stak) yet high quality design
discussions.
Form Variations at the End of Phase I 2/10-22
Scheme #1:
Barry: Massing parallel to pilot house
Barry & Michael: Step down massing @ water
V 1
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Barry & Michael: Better integration with commercial, retail, recrea-
tion zone
Jack: The Commercial, retail, recreation waterfront zone needs to be
denser
widening of the commercial zone of building, creating, terracing
housing section variation - orientation
Sky view, Harbor view, Ground view
Scheme #2
Michael:
Barry:
needs a geometry shift
continuous material-parking activity plaza
bring water and boats into site
Barry & Michael:
Barry & Michael:
& Jack
open up massing by leaving out bays
extend housing out into water
Jack: Massing variation - a higher nub at water's edge line or geo-
metry shift
bring commercial edge of Pilot House out to the street
connections through & around terraces for pedestrian ways
habitable structure @ base particularly in water zone
shift massing north & south on terraces
rework both garages for double-loaded
Scheme #3
3a-Jack:
All of Scheme #2
shift tower into view corridor define a plaza
shift street edge of Pilot House south
3b-Barry & Michael: Tower out to pierhead line
: tower geometry shift
: integration of low & high rise massing
Ken: All schemes - maintainable sun shading for all southern openings.
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Introduction
The Phase II section that follows is a collection of design process
scenarios. The introductory section with the thesis' philosophy statement
and constraints fits into a typically linear literary structure. Documen-
ting the progression of the initial concept stages in Phase I also develop-
ed linearly as schemes were developed to a point where their attributes no
longer justified their inherent difficulties and were thus put aside. The
emerging scheme #2 with the tower variation #3a became the concensus point
of departure after the meeting of February 22, 1984 and thus Phase II docu-
ments two months of design and refinement.
The intent of this section is to document the design progression both
as a record of my own design process and more importantly as a study con-
cerning the subtle differences in the issues, directions, and design moti-
vation which can be observed from the high quality critiques given by the
members of the team. Some subsections attempt to present the cyclic nature
of design refinement by including the image, a team member critique of it,
and the revised version within the same page. Other sections simply have
images or a team members response which ideally should be apparent in later
synthesized versions.
It is at this stage where the required thesis format becomes an
unreasonable constraint to architectural communication. The linear nature
of text; specified margins leave undersized bound pages; inconsistent
quality and lack of control over reasonably priced production techniques;
s p r i n g 8 4
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all lead to a fruitless expenditure of time effort and money. I typically
design with HB lead and 314 pencils. My presentations for the development
team required larger scale drawings with color to improve readability.
These above mentioned mediums are the "anti-thesis" of the recommended
medium for thesis which is small scale ink line drawings. Ink drawings
maintain their line quality through many generations and are easily reduced
to thesis size. This is the dilemma most M.I.T. architecture thesis stu-
dents face.
Besides most drawings what cannot be replicated is the quality of a
pinup-working session. The information from perspectives, plans, sections,
elevations, and sketch models when viewed together with a verbal train of
thought and tone of voice all meshed to provide direction for further de-
sign development of the project. It is this personal input which comes
from each member of the team which would eventually lead to the quality of
the built environment.
-El
ANJp'79"
Eastwood Roosevelt Island, New York
Sert Jackson and Associates
S argents wharf condominiums The
Skip-Stop
Story
Sat. February ZZ, '84
Ranko - So is it stop skip or is it skip
stop, these crazy English terms.
March 27, '84
Ranko - You have kept to this idea of the
stop skip or is it skip stop
Ken - Skip stop
Ranko - Skip-stop. I'ZZ never get this one.
Ranko Bon, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of
Economics in Architecture
Thesis Reader
V
There is nothing more alienating than a double loaded corridor. A
skip-stop typology could be a solution. The ability to move vertically
through a unit or even better to have open verticle space allows a person
to perceive and experience their home in a volumetric way. The inhabitant
is not relegated to a semidormant position, shuffling around or a stacked
tray of concrete.
r0,
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Early into the project I realized that the Sargents Wharf site had two
powerful factors that made a good case for the skip-stop organization. The
first was a political one. A minimum width double-loaded corridor building
such as a HUD Section 8 project could be 61-63 feet wide. Market double load-
ed corridor buildings are closer to seventy feet wide. With a skip-stop
organization one can have a building 45 feet wide. This thinness would al-
low greater height possibilities without creating a dominating mass as a
wall between the North End and the water.
The other factor influencing my decision to begin work with the skip-
stop organization was the spectacular views to the South. The sunrise over
the Boston Harbor and the views out to the harbor islands and ocean are a
special asset to the site. The views to the north towards Charlestown and
the Inner Harbor were interesting. A high quality unit could not be 7
stories up and not have access to the prime views. Thus a through - skip-
stop unit made sense.
The following section examines the historical evolution of the skip-
stop typology; the proposed section; and some of its organizational, orien-
tation issues. The section ends with a presentation of a new type of ver-
ticle access for the individual units along a skip-stop hallway.
DOWN FROM CORRIDOR RIVERVIEW APARTMENTS, YONKERS, N.Y.: TYPICAL PLANSUP FROM CORRIDOR AT CORRIDOR LEVEL
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Eastwood Roosevelt Island, New York
Sert Jackson and Associates
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Le Corbusier
The granddaddy of the skip-stop organizations is Le Corbusiers'
Marseilles Apartment Building, Unite 'd' Habitation 1946-52. The double
loaded corridor occurs every third floor reducing the space taken up by
hallways. The major problem with these corridors are that they have no nat-
ural light and no ventilation. The corridors incredible dimensions of 9'-
8" wide and 7'-5" high makes a wide low space that goes on like a railroad
tunnel for 459 feet. The only light comes from intense indirect glows of
yellow, red, green lights over squatty dark doors.
The units' organization offers verticle space connections and private
staircases in each unit, flow through ventilation, 2 1/2 bedrooms, 2 full
baths, 2 balconies one to each side of the building in a unit with dimen-
sions of 13'-0" x 68'-8" = 942 sq. ft. Adding both balconies the buildings
overall width is 78'-9".
0111111OLLI
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Sert, Jackson
The New York State, Urban Development Corporation founded by Edward J.
Logue, who earlier founded Boston's B.R.A., commissioned Sert, Jackson
Associates of Cambridge i'ass. to build 1014 moderate income rental apait-
ments on Roosevelt Island and 800 units in Yonkers,New York. They were
completed in 1975-76.
Jose Lluis Sert commonly described as a disciple of Le Corbusier did
a one up on his past employer of 1929-30. By moving the corridors to the
North edge of the building the hallways get natural light and ventilation
and allows for an unlimited amount of planning variations.
In Marseilles Corbu was limited to a single organization that was re-
peated throughout the building. This would not be marketable nor desirable
especially in an American context. Sert's organization allows for optimal
1,2,3,4 bedroom apartments, through ventilation and views in two direc-
tions. The units are entered by walking up, down, or at corridor level
allowing handicapped access every third floor.

---
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Woo & Williams
In 1974-75 the U.D.C. sponsored a competition for the next phase of
1000 units to be built next to Sert's Roosevelt Island project. One of the
primary winners of the competition was the firm of Woo and Williams. The
genealogy of the skip-stop story continues with Kyu-Sung Woo who was an em-
ployee at Sert's from 1970-74. The competition was not built because of the
collapse of the U.D.C. After the competition Kyu Sung Woo began teaching at
M.I.T.
Kyu Sung Woo's competition entry is notable for many reasons but I will
focus on its innovative use of the skip-stop typology. Kyu Sung's unit plans
offer more variety than the Sert plans. There are several access schemes and
most significantly is the unique 6 story access system with only one hallway
on the fourth floor. One enters on the ground level into a two-story town
house which has its ownprivate outdoor space. From the single fourth floor
access gallery level one enters down to the third floor and enters up to the
two story units of the fifth and sixth floor. The fourth floor has discon-
tinuous units but has the ability to go down into a bedroom on the third
floor.
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Trade-offs
Following the research on skip-stop systems I proceeded to base the
schemes on this typology. Encouraged by Jack and Michael from the two
meetings on January 31 and February 10:
1/3Z/84 Michael - It's a great organization - that's what Peabody Terrace
is (Sert's Harvard Graduate Students dorm). You get use out of the whole
building. With a small area you effectively get three stories out of one
halZway then you get the smaller unit off of a lobby.
2/1Z0/84 Jack - It works very well for local solar use. You can get your
south facing edge - and bring the solar heat back into the back of the unit.
You can't do that with a double-Zoaded corridor of course. In the summer
the through ventilation especially there means that there's very little
air conditioning needed. That's a great plus, so there's strong advantage
in this.
As in all aspects of architecture,there are trade-offs inherent in
skip-stop organizations. The first is that of the structural cost of build-
ing vertically. If a skip-stop building is 45 feet wide and a typical dou-
ble load corridor apartment building is 70 feet then one is building appro-
ximately two-thirds of the floor area for one half the amount of units per
vertically supported structure.
The second balancing factor is a major architectural issue and a lesson
in apartment unit design. For the same square footage a double loaded cor-
ridor scheme has the long surface of its perimeter as exterior wall. This
l-1l
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allows for easier planning of room which have a programmatic need for day-
light. The skip-stop units typically long thin proportion puts a big pre-
mium on the usage of the exterior walls.
The third issue is the trade-off between reducing the hallway area of
a double-loaded corridor system by 50 - 75% in relation to the -amount of
area claimed by staircases and the extra cost of the detailing and mater-
ials. This is a difficult question to qualify because the typical skip-
stop entrance staircases are dark and narrow. Which may not qualitatively
qualify them as privately claimed space (more on the quality of the en-
trance stair later in the section). But the fact remains with the quanti-
tative arguments included that there is an important need for verticle
movement and space within an apartment building and the skip-stop organi-
zation is the most feasible way of attaining it.
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attic &.cellar
There were two organizing principals that I held firmly to while work-
ing with the sections throughout the semester. The first was a solidifica-
tion of the belief in the value of the two story unit. The second was a
departure and further genealogical evolution of the skip-stop typology.
The principal was to not have any down staircase entrance ways into a unit.
This principal has only one exception in the final nine story section.
Both of these principals were based on a long empathetic relationship to
the principals that Gaston Bachelard speaks about in his book, The Poetics
of Space. I first read the book in 1979. His philosophy and verbalization
of many shared concepts are now integrated into my definition of what I be-
lieve to be a major sphere of influence of the architect. The first time
I opened the book this semester was while assembling the text on April 28.
What follows are a series of excerpts that explain the poetic personality
of the buildings. (From: The Poetics of Space.)
The two story unit provides the verticality. The up entrance stair
is going to the attic, the down entrance stair is going to the cellar.
To bring order into these images, I believe that we should con-
sider two principal connecting themes: 1) A house is imagined as a
verticle being. It rises upward. It differentiates itself in terms
of its verticality. It is one of the appeals to our consciousness
of verticality. 2) A house is imagined as a concentrated being.
It appeals to our consciousness of centrality.
r I I1
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These themes are no doubt very abstractly stated. But with ex-
amples, it is not hard to recognize their psychologically concrete
nature.
Verticality is ensured by the polarity of cellar and attic, the
marks of which are so deep that, in a way, they open up two very
different perspectives for a phenomenology of the imagination. Ina
deed, it is possible, almost without commentary, to oppose the ra-
tionality of the roof to the irrationality of the cellar. A roof
tells its raison d'etre right away:
We "understand" the slant of a roof. Even a dreamer dreams ra-
tionally; for him, a pointed roof averts rain clouds. Up near the
roof all our thoughts are clear. In the attic it is a pleasure to
see the bare rafters of the strong framework. Here we participate in
the carpenter's solid geometry.
As for the cellar, we shall no doubt find uses for it. It will
be rationalized and its conveniences enumerated. Lut it is first and
foremost the dark entity of the house, the one that partakes' of sub-
terranean forces. When we dream there, we are in harmony with the
irrationality of the depths.
In Corbusier's Unite' d' Habitation entering low and taking the stairs
up to the full unit is the attic unit. The other unit of each pair which
enters high and takes the stairs down is the cellar unit of the pair. The
unit lies below the only exit opening which is above you. In Sert's and
Kyu Sung Woo's organizations people must negotiate and live below the so-
lid gyp-board walls of their entrance stair. The unit begins to feel like
a rabbit hole with only one way out. Bachelard continues:
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The cellar dreamer knows that the walls of the cellar are buried walls
that they are walls with a single casing, walls that have the entire
earth behind them. And so the situation grows more dramatic, and
fear becomes exaggerated. But where is the fear that does not become
exaggerated? In this spirit of shared trepidation, the phenomenolo-
gist listens intently, as the poet Thoby Marcelin puts it, "flush
with madness." The cellar then becomes buried madness, walled-in
tragedy. Stories of criminal cellars leave indelible marks on our mem-
ory, marks that we prefer not to deepen; who would like to re-read
Poe's "The Cask of Amontillado"? In this instance, the dramatic ele-
ment is too facile, but it exploits natural fears, which are inherent
to the dual nature of both man and house.
We always go down the one that leads to the cellar, and it is
this going down that we remember that characterizes its oneirism.
Lastly, we always go up the attic stairs, which are steeper and
more primitive. For they bear the mark of ascension to a more tranquil
solitude. When I return to dream in the attics of yester-year, I never
go down again.
-El-
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K Orientation
The previous section concerning the concepts of verticality, the attic
and cellar all relate to the interior space and movement within a building.
Jack upon hearing my discussion about these topics added to these relation-
ships an awareness of the units form and direction with response to its
position in the section.
Bachelard writes:
...in addition to the intimate value of verticality, a house in a
big city lacks cosmicity. For here, where houses are no longer set
in natural surroundings, the relationship between house and space be-
comes an artificial one. Everything about it is mechanical and, on
every side, intimate living flees.
The site and the building section offered many dynamic opportunities
that could link the units to the natural surroundings and that should not
be overlooked.
From the meeting on February 10, 1984
Jack - although there can be things to be said about each Zocation in the
section one of the things you can say about being on the terrace ZeveZ is
that you don't have commerciaZ on the bottom fZoor, you can have gardens
and ground contact. Maybe that's an argument for extending the commercial
to give you a garden terrace. It's very good for chiZdren rearing. It's
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an asset of the terrace units not having to take the elevator to get down
to them and being ab Ze to watch them from a unit.
The top unit in the roof has the sky, the sun, incredible privacy and
has views -- but not so good for child rearing. The intermediate units -
you're quite far away from the ground but one of the preoccupations is of
the world that is just outside of the building. There is a relationship
there with the ground which is not so far way.
hJ17
The evolution of the typical section -
7 stories residential - 9 stories residential and 12 story tower
spring 84
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The Skip -Stop
St air
Having met Kyu Sung Woo and briefly spoken with him at his office and
at M.I.T. there is at least a partial fourth generational link directly
back to Corbusier here. I may be able to claim partial descendancy in the
genealogy but I would never claim myself to be a rightful heir in the next
position in the family tree.
As mentioned before my attempt to eliminate the down unit helps to
brighten the spirit of the building. The skip-stop stair invention frees
the staircase itself from its solid walls and adds to this spirit.
Bachclard writes:
... the height of city buildings is a purely exterior one. Elevators
do away with the heroism of stair climbing so that there is no longer
any virtue in living up near the sky.
This stair brings your height and orientation deep into the unit. You
step out over the edge of the building and can actually sit outside of the
wall plane similar to a large bay window, and then the direct spatial con-
nection of the last 5 stairs penetrates 20 feet into the unit.
From the meeting with Jack March 12, '84
Jack - why isn't that the best way to do it?
Ken I think it is. I set up the other as a standard. You get the clear-
ance as you come across the halZ. Yet you are 5 steps Zower than the main
V.'
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floor and you're open all the way through so you can see your own entrance.
On the landing you have some storage and seating and then you step, step,
step...up to your unit.
Jack - One of the disadvantages of any plan of this sort is that you have
to go down stairs to let somebody in - I'm not sure if you dare have the
main entrance upstairs - security reasons but that's something to ask
Barry and Michael because they may see the security controlled at the front
desk. That they don't see it as an issue.
Ken - As you continue you get a double Helix around the fireplace. You use
winders and it becomes interesting because you get a small log storage
space underneath one side of the fireplace and a seating area underneath the
other. (Accoustical privacy would be a detailing challenge or else a dis-
aster. 4/28/84)
Jack - Now that stair sticking out. Then they would be fairly frequent--
they could be made as clip ons, precast, and then hoisted into place.
Ken - You'd start to get a banding rhythm like the Sert Roosevelt Island
project.
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Cluster Form
Transformation
Responding to the desires of all three consultants Barry, Michael, and
Jack a major design issue arose as to how to generate an intensitifaction of
units at the end of cluster "E"-"F". This cluster steps out into the water
and occupies the most prominent and desirable position in the project. All
three reacting both to formal issues while examining the sketch model and to
the basic desireability of the location wanted some kind of grouping on the
end.
From the meeting 2-22-84
Barry - What I want to ask Ken is how do you get these multiple units
at the end and not have a Marina Towers (Chicago) with the pie
shaped units with the strange angles.
The question is, how do you do it.
S
Ken - It's possibZe to shift by sZiding and off setting.
w-T-
r
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So after committing verbally to a simple solution the next task was to
translate this into a workable, dynamic form that would increase the number of
end units for the seven plus stories and to maximize all of their prime views.
After sketching several organizations and not being satisfied with the
results I reached for my all purpose form, typology, image reference, Francis
D.K. Ching's book Architecture: Form - Space & Order.
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Ching writes in his preface: h03
This study emphasizes the element of form as the primary tool
of the designer. It serves to lay out and classify for ana-
lysis and discussion basic forms and organizations of space
and their generic transformations in a typological manner. It
is ultimately the province of the individual designer to se-
lect, test, and manipulate these elements into coherent, mean-
ingful, and useful organizations of space, structure, and
enclosure.
I have used this book frequently over the past four years and what is
illustrated on the following six pages is the transformation process begin-
ning from flipping through the Ching book's pages through the development of
the final "E"-"F" cluster layout. I was looking for examples of linear
organizations which change direction and form slightly larger public circula-
tion zones in its hinge. An interesting note was that a large percentage of
the applicable references that I found in the book were Alvar Aalto buildings
or those that used his typologies.
- The first two pages show references that I felt may be applicable.
- The second two pages show the initial transformation sketches from
the references into the form for my project. - *
- The third set are two in a sequence of unit layouts for cluster "E"-
"F" developed as a synthesis from the previous two pages. - A
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Further Issues for Design Development
- The issues of readability of, and unit layouts
that responds to a front and back door rela-
tionship for the terrace units
- Defensibility and levels of privacy along the
terrace exterior area
Better integration of fire stairs
- There are problems with the bulge along the
north side of the building. They cause politi-
cal problems. Protrusions to the north further
restrict the open view of the harbor from the
North End looking down Clark Street.
Terrace Level Plan for Cluster "E"-"F"
- developed at 1/8"=1'-0"
for the ill fated client meeting on March 12, 1984
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Terrace Level Plan Cluster "E"-"F"
The Updated Terrace Plan responding to the list of Further
Issues for Design Development
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Design Development
The following section attempts to document an ongoing process involv-
ing the input of four team members, Barry, Michael, Jack, and Ranko Bon and
the planning and massing of the project. The discussion was generated from
the issues brought about by studying the two, five and cluster bay floor
plans @ 1/8" = l'-0", the terrace, site plan, building sections and a ser-
ies of elevation studies at 1" = 20'-0".
After the meeting on February 22, '84, the design emphasis focused on
the #2, #3a schemes. At the conclusion of the meeting Michael defined the
task for the next stage of refinement.
From the meeting on February 22, '84
Michael - I would like to see a design scheme in terms of reality and think
about six or eight units that almost represent different lifestyZes. An
elderly couple - a young couple, a couple with two small children.. .Not
just appealing to a bachelor that makes $l50,000 a year to bwj a unit or
else it doesn't work right. You need a range of types. That site, if
designed properly would be for a single bachelor c5r divorced at 3Z that
wanted to screw aroundto a couple, to an elderly couple... The units should
relate to the geography and associate to physicalness and program. To me
that would be great to see how that worked, to see how it can be rationa-
lized... .To me that's the ideal housing project, that something is rationa-
lized at the same time it's very exciting within its massing, external form
and in its human content.
I went back to the drawing board and concentrated on the unit plans,
K4 2111
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formed an on-campus political organization financed by the undergraduate
association called D.I.C.E. group - the Defense Industry Career Educational
group - that ran through the month of March. The group distributed career
information concerning the top 100 defense contract corporations to students
interviewing at the career placement office - and pinned up on March 12
expecting a full team review. Barry and Michael never showed and it took
two weeks to reach Barry to reschedule a further team meeting. The March
12 meeting with Jack went well and we had an in-depth teaching and review
session focusing on the unit plans.
The team reestablished its momentum in April and began focusing on the
elevations and massing issues. There were two very productive team meetings
and I met individually with Ranko, Jack and Michael once each. Unfortunate-
ly, by mid-April the realities of thesis production dominated the design
development. The March diversification caught up with all of us. This set
in motion the classic dilemma of whether to further design, or to work on
presentation drawings for the team (or even possibly a North End Citizen's
Committee) and then exasperated ten fold by having to present the process
as a thesis.
The organization for the following sections are based on notes and
taped discussions from the meetings on March 12th with Jack and the team
meeting on April 6th. Each section concentrates on the issues and develop-
ment of a specific drawings scope.
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Floor Plans
The floor plan development section begins with the two bay cluster
"A" organization. It has been reworked most thoroughly and illustrates
some of the principals that Jack spoke about on March 12th.
The next subsection is based on the discussion generated from the
skip-stop floor corbination for a typical 5 bay cluster and the section is
concluded with the many different issues that the terrace level cluster
"E"-"F" presents.
On the following two pages is the diagram that Jack drew which became
the basis for most of the discussions and reorganization of the unit plans.
Following that diagram is a keyed elevation illustrating the position in
the building where each one of the clusters and floors occur which are
under specific discussion.
-IA
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What is typically a formal entrance sequence, "public space" including a
front yard and entrance hall in a single family home is typically dropped
out of a multi-unit organization.
The main entrance in a multi-unit organization is typically through the
smaller programmatic areas. This uses their necessarily opaque walls as
screens for the living areas. This also allows private movement between
rooms without disturbing the larger group. (An interesting note: Richard
Miers organizations for his large homes uses this typology also. Is the
typology transferable?)
s p r ing 8 4
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Cluster
Two bay cluster
"A" all seven
floors designed
and shown. (re-
peated for 9th
-floor expansion)
spring 84
KEY
"Cluster "E" the
designed 5 bay
cluster with var-
iations because
of the additional
elevator bay. The
illustrated skip
stop floors. -
V.,'-
--I
Terrace Level -
Cluster "E"-"F"
shown
Cluster "Bl" re- --- -Cluster "C" re- L- Cluster "D" re- Cluster "F" geome-
peated 5 bay clus- peated two bay peated 5 bay clus- try change cluster
ter cluster ter
s p r ing 8 4
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The dramatic change seen throughout this sequence is the angle shift responding
to Commercial Street - part of Jack's suggestion at the 4/18 meeting.
Terrace Level -
3/12
2 1/2 bedroom - Corporate Suite
5/1
MWA
21 6%
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The New Element - this small wall piece introduced into the angled shift units
provides for the screening effect noted on the diagram. Screening from the en-
trance - definition of living room, dining room, back side privacy and storage
area into bedroom. Note balcony change - part of a new "directional" emphasis
on views to the HARBOR.
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2nd Floor - 1 Bedroom; entrance to skip-stop units
3/12 5/1
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The balcony variations seen on the left (West) units are part of a graduated
transformation study recommended by Jack. The bay increased and the balcony de-
creased in one foot increments. Breaking the symmetry of the balcony system is
because the harbor view to the east is the preferred orientation. The bay bal-
cony relationship has strong influence on this orientation. Note: addition of
closet in the east unit adds screening to the living area.
3rd Floor - The lst floors of the skip stop floors
3/12 5/1
5144
MWj_- U
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4th Floor - 3 bedroom 2 bath; 2 bedroom 1 bath
Second floors of the skip stop units
3/12 5/1
220 W
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Two single bedroom units, one a studio and one a "professional couples". The
two unique staircases go up to the penthouse skip-stop units.
5th Floor - 1 bedroom; studio; entrances to Penthouse Units
s p r ing 8 4
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Speaking about the 6th floor penthouse plan (next page)
From Meeting on 3/12
Jack - I would exchange the kitchen and make it more internal and get the
living area further out and get the more temporary use of dining in under
the skylight. I think the reason for moving the kitchen is that a standing
space in a kitchen does not make a common symbolic center place of a unit.
If it is a restless - common space - it's a moving one - a moving dcing
thing. You need a place that you can put down, sit, talk, I think every
unit needs one and it can't be a bedroom because that's a partial use. It's
not all uses.
Ken -I've always had the inclination although I never lived in or experi-
enced a place - but to have - I mean when you entertain when you're cooking
everyone ends up in your kitchen.
Jack - You're right.
Ken - I've always wanted to make the kitchen the centering place.
Jack - I think it's a good thing - But... (not for typical residential units).
), PA 2211
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Should the kitchen claim the unique bay? Using the unique staircases as screens
for the living rooms thereby creating more defined spaces.
~~1
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6th floor - First floor of the skip-stop 1 1/2 bedroom; 2 1/2 bedroom roof zone-
Penthouse units
3/12 5/1
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Under the rafters - using the dormers and gables to bring in light and provide
head height at the edges of the rooms
FI El$1
7th Floor - Second floor of the 2-story penthouse units 1 1/2 bedrooms:
2 1/2 bedrooms
5/13/12
spring 8 4 sargents wharf condomniniurns
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Cluster E
Skip-Stop
Notes from the April 6th Meeting concerning Cluster "E"
Jack - all - The structure? If it's columnar then the party walls could
move more.
Ken - I had wanted to start with the "Rank & File"to make sure they work and
then start moving things. The Cluster "A" party walls are better.
Jack - There is the issue of inhabiting the walls and establishing a direc-
tion with them.
Michael - The walls are dominant. Move from it otherwise there is no di-
rection and you're inhabiting cubes.
Barry - I generally work with the architect to get started with the pro-
grammatic goals of the units, such as direction of views and indicate it
with an arrow in the plan.
Michael - The plan should speak for itself.
Barry - And then I take them to an interior designer. They are usually
more sensitve to door swings and locations of furniture.
spring a4 sargents wharf condominium.s
The comparison between the typical skip-stop staircase entry into a two story
unit on the left and my skip-stop staircase entry sequence on the right. The
stairs act as screening although there could be more definition and movement of
spaces.
3rd Floor - First Floor - arriving from Hall below.. 3 1/2 bedroom; 4 bedroom,
3 bedroom; 2 bedroom units
226_
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The advantage of a centrally located lateral movement stair in a vertical two-
story unit can be seen here. The stairs on the left are centrally located allow-
ing maximum use of the sunlit edges for defined bedroom use. The double helix
stair leaves one stair well located, the other exiting to the left requires a
small hallway to access the northern bedrooms.
42J
4th Floor - Second Floor - bedroom level
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*From the April 19 Meeting - reconstructed
Barry - What is this detaiZ?
Ken - It's a section showing the
southern terraces along the walk
in front of cluster "E". This
one has a split level balcony
allowing the bedrooms balcony to
work independent of the Ziving
rooms.
Barry - What would be the minimum
for the terrace walk?
Ken -6-6 Z/2 feet
Bariy - Minimum?
Ken - 3-3 Z/2 feet
Barry - Wouldn't it be better to
maximise the privacy and area
of the balcony and bring it out
much closer to the edge of the
buiZding. You can Zook over the
edge from your balcony. The ter-
race walk is a good one but it
has to be owned and controZZed or
it becomes another place that
collects cigarette butts and
becomes dangerous or at least
unfriendly.
j
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Cluster "E -F
Terrace Level
Reconstructed from the AprilZ 6 Meeting
(Referring to Right Kitchen on cluster "E" - I forgot to put the window in
again!)
Barry - Shouldn't there be light into the North side especially in the
kitchen - need a window.
Jack - Don't you worry about privacy there with people walking by - You
could make it a clearstory above the cabinets or make it a translucent
pane l.
Barry - I don't think so - people can aZways make their own privacy - they
can always add curtains, the important thing is to provide for the window
they can always make it more private - Besides these people are part of
your neighborhood.
-U'-
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Cluster "E"
3/12
Cluster "F"
s p r i n g 8 4
The issues involved in the overall massing and integration changes between the
two versions has been covered in the Ching transformation section.
A point of emphasis from Michael - concerning the end of the terrace as it meets
the geometry shift.
You have to maxinrise the places where you have geometry changes. The 3/12 ver-
sion is not special enough. A good architect gets the maximum rileage out of
the unique places and structural shifts.
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The 5/1 version emphasizes the geometry shift and position above the water by
opening the structure at this point and allowing views down and through 5
stories to the water.
Cluster "E" Cluster "F"
5/1
2311
t
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Note: Changes in balcony terraces; front and backdoor screening; fireplace
relationships:
At the north enclosed "front" entrance to the units there have been closets and
storage spaces added as screening devices. For the terrace entry, the back pri-
vate side, Jack had pointed out that the 3/12 schemes fireplaces related to the
general room and not to a specific place and in its worse case was in a circula-
tion path. The solution to the fireplace and screening problems is a raised
hearth that stops down into a small closet that acts as a screening device and
a movement director.
Cluster "E" Terrace Level 1/16" = l'-O"
3/12
123 2\
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Cluster "E" Terrace Level 1/16" =
5/1
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L~2I There are two further fireplace conditions that Jack addressed in the clus-ter "F" organization. The first is the corner fireplace arrangement. You shoulddefinitely be able to get chairs around it. Looking at the middle right unit thebay size was too small. It was increased from 22 feet O.C. to 24' clear at the
bedrooms. The fireplace is still buried between the bedroom/study and the bath-
room which is not ideal as Jack said, "It's nice to find the fireplace there but
as the only fireplace wouldn't you want it more accessible?"
Cluster "F" Terrace Level 1/16"
3/12
The answer is
yes - the partial solution was to give it more space and create a seating place
around it. Other changes involved the reorganization of the two story height
communal entrance area; unwrapping the far right unit and exposing the middle
right unit to the northern light and the communal space; and reorganizing the
staircase systems in each unit. Ii
Cluster "F" Terrace Level 1/16" = l'-O"
5/1
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Terrace Plan Notes from April 6th Meeting
-When I mentioned the health club-club house, laundry facilities, there was no
reaction. That must mean that it was expected and in the right locations.
-Michael spoke about creating a new level of ground and compared it to the
plaza at Kendall Square (ouch!) which allowed them to increase the F.A.R.
-Michael - wanted the spiral ramp forms from below to be readable as the plazas
hinge.
Notes to myself - time for a model both for the North End Meeting and for work-
ing out the terraces levels and staircases.
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The Site Plan as Presented for the April 6th MeetingII
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The Site Plan
The following is a reconstructed list of issues that were discussed
concerning the Site Plan. The list is extensive but the recommendations
were excellent and major improvements to the project were set in motion.
The order was how I listed them after the meeting and the issues are credi-
ted to their initiator.
Jack - confirmed the idea of having tidal float seating areas.
Jack & Michael - Need for an experienced saltwater front landscape consul-
tant for trees on the watertable - salt air and water survivability and
being on the north side of the building.
Barry - The North End Park is a project in itself. (Barry liked the con-
tinuity of paving from Eastern Ave., but needed more detailing.) The Bocce
court is nice.
All - The travel lift is a good idea but it needs more integration with the
park. It shouldn't dominate it.
Barry - The humanizing of the north elevation of the parking garage - open-
ing it up 50% would allow the elimination for mechanical ventalation -
(showed him the Richardson reference and he liked it.)
Barry - Eliminate the turnaround on the street edge of the garage. The
street frontage is too important - the building could come right up to the
street and enliven the edge. The garage is wasted space compared to PRIME
of
office retail space which already has an entrance and exit.
Barry - The hinge area needs to be better worked out. It would be a zone
for pushcart sales, more temporary stalls or shops.
Ken - weekend bazaars could be initiated and prepared for.
Barry - defensibility and ownership - The change of level around the rest-
aurant level is nice but - It is where the muggars and rappists are; it is
where the cigarette butts and trash gets left. Because nobody claims it -
it's just public - space should always be claimed so someone feels respon-
sible for it - takes care of it, uses it for a higher, more productive,
profitable, and safer use. The restaurant is a good idea and in the
right place but it could use the outdoor space for tables both at the
entrance to the restaurant and at the extreme edge.
All - The locked gate tidal ramp was positively reacted to.
Barry - I like the parking linking the two buildings. It creates a con-
tinuity there.
All - How do you define the parking? In Nantucket they have a paved as-
phault centerstrip and granite pavers marking the parking areas. That park-
ing scheme is much simpler than here. - But it would be nice to get it to
work.
Barry - I think I would do it oppositely, have the pavers on the drive so
you can always see it and so when cars are parked on it they don't cover un
the expensive paving and don't drip gasoline and oil on it.
Michael -You'd have to go through the project and see how your budget is
working out and then with what is left, see what kind of materials you
could use.
Jack - You might want to grade the street so it drains down the center and
empties into the water - (sea linkages all the way to Commercial Street).
I'm not sure about the trees - you can go the entire length of Commercial
or Union Wharf without missing trees - I guess because you're so connected
to the sea as nature you don't need the intensity of vegetation.
w har f cond
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Phase III
Elevation Studies
I've shifted into the third phase for the elevation studies because
this is where the project now stands. Michael at our last meeting said
"Don't work on the plans any more. Keep working on the elevations." In-
herent in the elevation studies are all the issues of the unit layout,
balcony directions and unit flexibility. The planning issues of tower -
no tower - the towers' location and its role in the massing schemes returns
as we hone in on optimizing the proposal. The issues that Ranko Bon and
I have been working with, that of flexibility of planning have shown their
value qualitatively as the project enters further dynamic changes. Michml
is looking for answers to the issues of imageability and constructability
of materials and their relation to each other, and unfortunately I
haven't been able to include this study in the thesis package.
L~ 2431
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Richardson ground form references
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Early in the project while walking the harbor front the Richardson
Ames-Grain FIxchange building and the north elevation of the Custom House
on the Long Wharf sparked my imagination as to their transformability into
residential scale moves and opportunities for the Sargents Wharf site.
Both were perfect references having local transferability. Richard-
son's many buildings offered incredible richness which I could draw from
and still maintain a regionalistic connection to the site since Richard-
son's influence on masonry buildings of the last 100 years throughout the
North East is inseparable. Pulling out a Richardson book from the library
I collaged two images for myself. An image of heavy, horizontal, ground
form masonry, and those of light, vertical sky oriented elements and
compositions.
S a rgents wharf condominiunis s p r i n g
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- The North edge of
the Custom House,
Long Wharf.
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4CLUSTER A B C D E F TOTAL
1 Bedroom 4 4 3 6 10 31
2 Bedrooms 1 10 2 6 4 9 32
2-1/2 Bedrooms 3 1 3 2 2 - 11
3 Bedrooms 1 1 2 1 5
3-1/2 Bedrooms 1 1 1 1 4
4 Bedrooms 1 - 1 -
TOTAL 8 17 8 16 20 18 87
4 3 2.13
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Seven Story Elevation - Original Study
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CLUSTER A B C D E F TOTAL
1 Bedroom 4 8 3 6 10 7 35
2 Bedrooms 1 14 2 6 4 9 36
2-1/2 Bedrooms 3 1 3 2 2 - 11
3 Bedrooms 1 1 2 1 5
3-1/2 Bedrooms 1 1 1 - 4
4 Bedrooms 1 - 1 - 1
Tower Variation
2 42
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Ranko Bon
Giving only two pages of text to specifically document the influence
Ranko Bon has had on this project is misleading. John Habraken's studio
course in the Spring of '83 provided the design confidence to know how a
building based on a simple structure could maintain its richness and flexi-
bility. Ranko's Building Economics course in the Fall of '83 confirmed
the inseparable nature of the team, its players, and the dynamic nature of
buildings throughout its "Life Cycle." I was conscious of these two inter-
locking concepts when I set up the thesis' structure with Michael. Al-
though I didn't attempt to further quantify these concepts the qualitita-
tive influences were there. I had two official meetings with Ranko con-
cerning the project during the semester and many during thesis prep. The
meetings were helpful in anticipating, and what Michael calls "Rationali-
zing" the inherent changes in the architectural process.
Excerpts from Meeting with Ranko on March 27.
Ranko - If you have an incremental structure already in mind then you can
vary this on the margin depending on the circumstances, so you are not de-
pendent on rethinking the whole issue if something goes badZy.
That's what we discussed before. If you keep this in mind, how to
keep the design flexibZe enough, to see the issues as alternatives, as cost
revenues and returns that people wouZd ultimately get by ultimately build-
ing this but also in the design, which wouZd fit certain politicaZ environ-
ments...
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I could suggest the design should be flexible enough to make changes
in the unit matrix depending on circumstances during the design phase.
Clearly things like this are of interest to and discussible with the people
you are consulting with...
What the right unit mix is I don't know. That certainly is the exper-
tise of the deveZoper/Real Estate person but what I can offer is that if
they are uncertain about the mix, I could propose some general strategies
for avoiding deciding too early. Again keeping the design process open.
Even into the phase of when the building is there and that's the idea of
infiZZ packaging. If you really don't know you can imagine keeping an en-
tire floor open either two or three bedrooms or six efficiencies -- the
extent to which that flexibility will be available to them normally de-
pends on how well you understand the uncertainties they are facing and in-
corporating that into the design process.
w~q spring 84 sargents wharf condominiumsElevation Discussion-
Design Flexibility
Flexibility was what was needed. The following is a reconstructed
list of issues concerning the elevations and the unit distribution genera-
ted from the April 8 meeting.
Elevation Study
Michael - Would like more of the expression of the parking drum more ex-
pression of the structure; more megastructure elements into the water, more
anthropomorphic
Everybody - WANTS MORE VERTICLES, MORE 'UP AND DOWNS. Go to work on the
tower apsects you'll be able to feel out the B.R.A. in terms of height and
density limits.
Jack - Competition winners are the ones which break the rules and have a
better project because of it. Ken - or come in second place.
Jack - Get more cluster like verticle tower aspects into the whole project.
Barry - I like the retail elevations - they are elegant - How about trans-
forming these for the north side of the garage.
Barry - It would be interesting to show and give us a basis to start on to
see a fully packed contrasted'with a varying density. Startwith as many units
and parking spaces needed as can fill the envelope and work by eroding and
restacking from there.
After the April 8 meeting I went back to the B.R.A. Codes and Guidelines and
found a definition of height as measured from mean sidewalk level to the
parapet. I had been using 100 feet as overall. That meant the maximum height
envelope grew from seven stories to nine stores typical.
Sargents wharf condominiums spring 4
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Nine Story Residential Change
8s4
Twelve Story Residential TowerSeven Story Residential -
w* CLUSTER A B B' C D E F TOTAL1 Bedroom 5 6 6 5 6 7 12 47
2 Bedrooms 3 9 9 3 9 4 10 47
2-1/2 Bedrooms 3 2 2 3 2 2 1 15
3 Bedrooms 3 3 _______ 5 1 12
3-1/2 Bedrooms 1 1 1 2 16
4 Bedroom 11 21 21 11 1 2 1 4
TOTAL 11 21 21 11 19 22 20 131
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CLUSTER A B C D E F TOTAL
1 Bedroom 5 6 ____ 2 2 -7 12 34
2 Bedrooms 3 9 2 7 4 10 35
2-1/2 Bedrooms 3 2 2 2 2 1 12
3 Bedrooms ____ 3 ____________ 5 1 9..
3-1/2 Bedrooms 1 2 1 5
4 Bedrooms 1 2 1 4
TOTAL 11 21 6 13 22 26 99
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Organization Diagram Unit Distribution Matrix
Flexibility density orientation
Michael - The market generated matrix would be the architects constraint.
Barry - thought the mix of unit sizes was pretty good.
All - The marketability of the position of the large units is under ques-
tion. Do you want them down on the terrace so they would be ground rela-
ted? or do you want them in the roof where you're getting top dollar.
Jack - In Commercial Wharf there are some large units on the top stories
with hot tubs and everything.
Barry and Michael - The ability to change units and assume space? (see
Ranko Bon section). The ability to change the linear units of cluster B
& D to geometry change clusters.
Orientation
Ken - As applied to marketing and sales - the family type units should have
the terrace - the multiple units would be ocean oriented and be for various,
demographics and the roof would be for swingers - bachelors - young couples
types of spaces. Barry - sounds good.
CLUSTER A B C D E F TOTAL
1 Bedroom 5 8 6 5 7 12 43
2 Bedrooms 3 8 _ _ 2 6 5 8 32
2-1/2 Bedrooms 2 3 2 2 3 3 15
3 Bedrooms ____ 3 ________ 1 3 1 8
3-1/2 Bedrooms 3 2 1 6
4 Bedrooms 22 1 3
-TOTAL 10 25 ____ 10 14 22 26 107
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Conclusion
In conclusion I would like to reflect upon a possible conflict genera--
ted from a quote from Jack Myer's book Patterns of Association, pg. 71:
When wealthy you can expect an alienating environment when the
housing materials are opaque, hard, impervious to weather, time
and that which people might do. The surrounds promote separate-
ness and segregation.
This may be a devastating critique to the project at hand. Poetically
we can emphasize with its message yet our cultural image and expectation of
quality, the contextual influences of the wharves, and the possible harsh
weather off the ocean all point toward solid masonry - brick and stone.
Possibly it was the elevations potential harshness which Michael was
reacting to when he made a special desk crit visit on April 24. He speci-
fically wanted to talk about the facades and materials.
He spoke of generating a materials palette. A rationalized chart-which
would list the materials, the generating factor a single word such as:
Concept Materials Usage Rules Connections
consistent bri ck
exotic stainless
mundane granite
The palattes power is spectacular in its simplicity. Its ability to
"Rationalize" everything from the materials quality to which materials con-
nect with which and what needs detailing makes it invaluable. For a
FI El
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contractor the materials and assemblies are right there, the materials can
be under control. Michael spoke of the projects materials being broken up
into a range of scales "like a miniature city, it's big enough for that."
The granite could be the large scale, the brick the consistent medium
grain and the "stainless steel sparks shooting up out of the water like a
fountain" could be just that, the special focus of a unified,. inviting
urban plaza. To add warmth to the building I may specify:
Concept Materials Useage rule Connection
warmth wood windows residential w/brick & stone
Redwood windows
And in defense of what is shown there can be seen:
openness glass retail/restaurants
store fronts
inviting swing open cafe walls granite piers
glass walls metal/rope
rigging
And yet that doesn't eliminate the problem that we faced originally.
This project was designed with and by a team for the hypothetical purpose
of selling these units in downtown Boston. The clientel would be wealthy -
to build a building such as this it would require wealth, in financing in
its inhabitants, and in some of the retail clientel. A part of the art
of the developer and that of the architect is to provide the imageability
S a r g e n t s w Ii a r f c o n d o ni n i u ri s S 1) r 4
of quality that would attract this wealth. Our cultural expectation dating
back to the time man began to build indicates that this wealth not only
"expects" this "opaque, hard environment" but is attracted to it and seeks
it out. Returning to Scheme #1, it had this hardness, this rigour in its
inner structure yet it was draped in looseness. The goals of the origi-
nal Patterns of Association sketches sought this unity among inhabitants
but its looseness quickly lost its appeal to the team. Perhaps the
Scheme #2 organization which we followed provides the correct approach to
marketable buildings in our culture. Provide the looseness, flexibility
and unity in its structure and planning. On top goes the image of our
cultures expected balance of opaqueness and hardness and then stir in
those materials and programmatic elements which foster community, and
neighborhoods; assure the public zones reach out to and promote indivi-
dual dignity and nurture in the buildings spirit a giving and a hint to
its slow revealing openness that will provide a relationship which even-
tually will lead to the inhabitants inner well being.
Returning to Earth 5/7
I think the building is on its way to accomplishing the goals mentioned
above. The inhabitants relationship with the building may take the form of
discovering a spectacular view going down one of the Northern firestairs,
V."-.1
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peering through the structure of the terrace or catching a fresh sea breeze
while sitting on the outside terrace staircases. The team was discovering
these things also but we could have benefitted from a model. Barry wanted
me to present the project to a North End citizen's group but without a base
model covering the area between Clark and North Street to the water and
from Union to Lewis Wharf, I felt the meeting would not be productive.
This lack of an up-to-date model is amazingly similar to most pro-
fessional office scenarios. Even if the office believes in the importance
of models, people paying the bills are reluctant to build an involved
model while so many changes are occurring. In the thesis semester money
was time and we have run out. The model could be the next step in refining
the tower - Multiple Cluster Variation Scheme. The model would be important
for convincing myself that the many large verticle moves are needed because
I am still tending to play the conservative role among the team. And yet
I tend to believe the team's view on this issue. As the project has pro-
gressed, Barry and Michael as well as Jack have impressed me with their
constructive architectural criticism and their astute observations
concerning the users behavior in relation to large and small scale
Sargents wharf condominiums 00 spring 84
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architectural decisions.
I realize this three and a half month intensive feasibility study is
a design luxury most projects unfortunately do not and can not enjoy.
I think we all realize our built environments would benefit from it and
we all have expressed the pleasant surprise as to how valuable this pro-
cess has been for us.
I have to thank the four team menbers again for participating in this
exploration.
It is hard to let the project go, and to see the team disperse,
knowing the pr*oject wants to be massaged through its next growth period.
sargents wharf condorniniums
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